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CITY EDITION.

ii..' Jimenez, have eauiwl
mrst district m. B. Madden,
re
that those who honestly intend to
G'teiai
to vacate Parral, leaving on!
publican, renominated; A. Donovan,
obey the law may have a guide for
a rebel garrison of 200 men. Generdemocrat
action and those who violate the Kw
al Salazar, with 800 of his follower,
Second district James R, Mann,
may more surely be punished."
is marching towards Jimenez.
John C.
renominated;
The endorsement
of President
A
General Emilio Cam pa, another
IVaughan, democrat.
Taft brought
general
applause.
Third district William W. Wilson,
rebel commander, is at Juarez and
Senator Root then seconded the reso
V.
General Luis Fernandez la proceed
David
republican, renominated;
lution ln a speech ln which he ctm- Taylor, democrat.
lng to Join force with Campa. It is
fined himself to a single subset of
considered here that the abandon
Fourth district C. J. Tomkiewizs,
the platform the Interference with
ment of Parral by the rebels Is proof
republican; J. T. McDermot, democrat.
the independence of the Judiciary.
DIRECT PRIMARY RESULTS IN A
Fifth district Jacob Garxensteln, THOMAS
AT ROCHES-ADOPTLA 3 that they fear the federal are about STATE CONVENTION
OF
FOUNTAIN
"We can change the tariff laws on SPEAKER HAS COMPLETELY TRIto attack Jimenez.
TRIUMPH FOR THE FORMER
republican; A. J. Sabath, democrat,
TER
RESOLUTIONS
CRUCES EXECUTED AFTER
UMPHED OVER TH08E FIGHTIquestions of general public moment.
renominated.
PRESIDENT
he said, "but the eternal principles
FAVORING HIM
A COURT MARTIAL.
NG HIS DOMINATION.
Gomez Denounced by Rebels
Sixth district Carl T. Murray, reof justice can never be changed
10.
Edmund
Stacks
J.
Emilio Vas
Washington, April
democrat,
publican;
without degradation of the people."
CHAMP CLARK BEATS WILSON renominated.
Gomez has been read out of the DELEGATES-AT-LARG- E
CHOSEN
VILLA'S
ARMY quez
WITH
A
WAS
The senator said the republican par NAMES
BIG COMMITTEE
Mexican rebel ranks by a manifesto
Seventh district Niels Jull, repubhad always set its face against
ty
of the rebel chiefs repudiating his
Frank Buchanan, democrat, rewho opposed judicial right.
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE IS DEM. lican;
DISABLED A GUN, WHEN THE presidential aspirations, according to MEN ACTIVE IN MOVE FOR RE majorities
THIRTY MEMBERS WILL LOOK AF
nominated.
He pointed out the conditions of reOCRACY'S CHOICE FOR CHIEF
NOMINATION SENT TO CHI
state department reports today. The
Eighth district Willam G. Herr- TROOPS RETREATED, AND
TER AFFAIRS OF WAY8
bellion in Mexico, which, he said, was
EXECUTIVE
arms and ammunition from New York
man, republican: Thomas Gallagher,
CAGO CONVENTION
HID IN A HOUSE.
AND MEANS.
"one writhing, bofMng,
tumultuous
democrat renominated.
,
consigned to American Ambassador
fair
mob,
land
which
that
devastating
Wilson at Mexico City have arrived
tfinth district Fred Britten, re
had taken so many forward steps of
CULLOM LOST THE NOMINATION
AT WAR WITH THE SENATE
publican; Lynden Evans, democrat, HUNGER
HIM
DROVE
OUT at Vera Cruz. Trains are running NEW LEGISLATION PROPOSED law and order
along the path of civibetween Vera Oruz and the capital.
renominated.
but there is much plundering along CHANGES NEEDED IN SHERMAN lization."
Tenth district George E. Foss, re
LAWRENCE SHERMAN
DEFEATS
The speaker said the declarations LOWER BRANCH HAS PRECLUDED
OVERCOME BY A FAST OF SEVEN-TY-TW- the line, some Amerioan
WaF.
John
publican, renominated;
plantations
MARGIN OF
BY
SENATOR
ARE
LAWS
ANTITRUST
of
eternal principles set up by the
ALL POSSIBILITY OF LEGISHOURS HE GAVE
ters democrat.
having been robbed of horses and
25,000 VOTES
for their guidance were a core-naSUGGESTED
people
arms.
Eleventh district Ira G. Copely, re
LATIVE HARMONY.
HIMSELF UP.
between arbitrary and overMexican Ambassador Gilberto
Y.
publican, renominated; Thomas H. RiChicago, April 10. Revised figures ley, democrat.
Martinez today denied reports said
Rochester, N. Y., April 10. The whelming power and the weakness
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10. Speaker
El Paso, Texas, April 10. An to
have emanated from the revolu republican state convention today of individuals.
Twelfth district Charles E. Fuller.
today show that Theodore Roosevelt
R L. Baca today achieved the final
.American newspaper man who re'.ii )
"There
a
as
such
is
w.
thing
justice
J.
renominated:
swept Illinois in the presidntial pref- republican,
tionists, that the Madero administra adopted a platform urging New
over those who axe fighting
today from Par.al with 184 Ameri tion has
erence primary yesterday, defeating Rausch, democrat.
the republic and York's delegation to the Chicago na- that is above majorities an l indc triumph
bankrupted
his
ca and other r'ore'gn refugees from
domination
in the house, by apof
pendent
popular will," said Senatoi
that there is a deficit of $5,000,000 tional convention to favor the
Taft by 115,000 and Clark defeated
Thirteenth district John C.
battle-swep- t
a committee of ways and
thf
pointing
Root.
district,
in
b.uaght
"Abraham
Lincoln
his
first
in
the
renominated:
On
Wilson by about 140,000.
of President Taft, elected
Kensie,
treasury.
the authority
news of the execution of Thomas of Ernesto
he continued, means that includes the majority of
Maddro, minister
of fin- four delegates-atUarg-e
and alternates inaugural address;"
Governor Deneen was renominated Raridan, democrat.
Fountain
of
N.
Las
the
M.,
"declared
Cruces,
that
by
M.
ance, the ambassador declares there to that convention and adjourned sine
judicial restraints were the members of the house, forming
Fourteenth
district Lawrence
for governor by
by the democrats
Fountain
was
a
of
to
Tavven-ner- , rebels.
the
captain
is
necessary
in
H.
$22,500,000
reserve
in
majority and thnr its a house within a house, consisting of
The
Clyde
the
UniMagill,
treaschosen
are
republican;
die,
delegates
about 40,000.
federal
under
General
gun
Pancho
a despotism or an- eight democrats, three progressives
meant
democrat.
ted States Senator Elihu Root. State rejectment
ury.
The advisory vote on United States
and nineteen republicans.
Villa.
When
Villa
retreated
last
of
the
G. W.
district
Fifteenth
archy
Chairman
people."
Willam Barnes, Jr., WilPrince,
senator shows that Sherman received
All bills regarding revenue o- - carThe convention broke into general
night Fountain removed
liam Berri of Brooklyn and tidwin
the republican endorsement over republican, renominated; Stephen A. Thursday
certain
of
any appropriations or having any
con
rying
the
and
as
Root
parts
Senator
A.
piece
concluded
Merritt, Jr., speaker of the as- applause
Senator Cullomi by about 25,000. Sen Hoxworth, democrat.
financial
to
Senator
H. cealed himself in a private residence
all
bearing will be rere-re- a
declared
Root
Sixteenth
were
Frederick
issues
district
sembly.
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
ator Lorimer met defeat in his atthis
The
and as the speaker
were
in
committee,
U.
minor
delegates-at-largClaufle
With
occupants
that
the
to
Chito
ignorant
Stone,
importance
Smith,
the
republican;
question
tempt to capture the republican parthey had a guest in a part of the
democrat, renominated.
cago convention selected and the plat of the judicial system now before the stated, if this committee recommends
ty organization of the state from
their passage it will be equivalent tu
'
Seevnteenth district John A. Ster- house seldom visited.
form drafted by the committee on people.
j.
Governor Deneen. His candidates for
The American was driven by thirst
Washington, April 10 Senate: In resolutions, the delegates at the secpassage, for the committee nas tha
ling, republican, renominated; Louis
state committeemen were defeated in F.
and hunger to reveal his presence on session 2 p. m
of the house. The four mem-be- n
democrat
majority
Henry,
ond
In
session
of
Taft
Leads
the
day's
Kentucky.
republican
his home district and as a result, it
House: Met at noon.
district Joseph G. Can- Sunday after! 72 hours of
who have been exonerate j of the
Eighteenth
10.
Adherents
Louisville,
state
convention
Ky.,
looked
April
forward
today
is said, he will not go as a delegate
Considered bills on regular calen to an
non, republican, renominated; Frank torture. He was armed with a revolearly completion of their delib- of President Taft were in complete bribery charges are all named o.i
to the republican national conven- T.
dar.
O'Hair, democrat.
ver, but made no resistance. On Monerations. Four or five speeches by control ot the state, convention which this committee.
tion.
Good roads representatives
A bitter fight with the senate for
Nineteenth district Willam B. Mc- - day he was compelled to show the
advo
prominent tate leaders. Including assembled here tciay. Indications
conHe was defeated in alj but one
cated creation of committee to invee United
C. rebels where he had
the
rest of the session will ensui.
Kinley, republican, renominated;
are
all
to
delegates-at-largthe
four
secreted
that
States Senator Root, State
gressional district in nis campaign M. Berchers, democrat.
of his rapid flrer, was tigate building of post roads with fed- Chairman William
in- but Baca seems to be in a position to
convention
will
missing
the
be
parts
Chicago
Barnes, Jr., former
for party leadership and Governor
Twentieth district Henry T. Rain tried by court martial, and condemned eral aid.
apeaaer James W. Wadsworth, Jr., structed for the president. The con- carry out his program of absolute
Deneen will control the new state ey, democrat, renominated. No
Cotton
interests
before
repub- to death, apparently for having disargued
agri William M. Ivlns and Job
com- rule.
central committee by a large major- lican candidate.
Herges of vention adjourned to permit the
culture committee for the necessity
abled
the
for
to
gun.
New
their
mittees
York
reports
prepare
the
On
side
outlining
the fight
the democrat
party poli
ity.
Twenty-firs- t
district H. Clay WilMUST EQUALIZE RATES.
American residents made every ef- for dealing in futures to protect the cles were expected to
tonight.
presentation
fin
the
between National Committeeman Rog- son, republican; James M. Graham,
precede
cotton market.
fort
to
v. i
secure
a
Washington,
modification
of
is
the
it
al
April 10. Railroads
scenes,
ratification
of
Stormy
predicted,
the platform, after
er C. Sullivan and the
democrat, renominated.
sentence, but without avail. Finally
of contests by transporting coal from the Walsen-burfollow
the
which
the
delegates-at-larg- e
opening
would
be
combination was sharply fought
Twenty-secondistrict William A.
district In Colorado were today
formally elected by a vote of the del- both Taft and Roosevelt factions over
in every district in the state for con- Rodenburgh, republican, renominated: American Consul Letcher at Chihua-haordered by the Interstate commerce
to General Salazar what is OPERATORS PROPOSE egates and the convention
sent
seats.
The
1.000
2,356
the
of
nearly
trol of the party organization and the William Baltz, democrat.
adjourned.
believed to have been an appeal from
Early today the committee on reso Kentucky delegation now stands: Taft commission to eequalize rates to
vote Is so close the result will not
Twenty-thir- d
H
district Robert
Nebraska points, but in
lutions completed its draft of the uncontested 15; contested 4. Roosebe known until complete returns are Clark, republican; Martin D. Foster, Washington that his life be spared. STRIKE
no Instance to charge in excess of
COMMISSION
In delivering the m'ssive to a messen2.
contested
velt
uncontested
in
1;
jklatform
which
New
delthe
York
received.
democrat renominated.
13.50 a tot.
the consul remarked: "This is
egation to the national convention
Twenty-fourt- h
Roosevelt defeated Taft in the
district James B ger
the
resort."
last
was
to
vote
renomlna-tiofor
the
urged
H.
Robert
preferential primary held in Illinois Blackmail, republican:
MISS HOPE BROWN WED8.
In Mexico they have recourse to ASK
ANTHRACITE
MINERS
TO
of President Taft. This action on BACA TO SUCCEED
yesterday by aproximately 111,000 Fowler, democrat, renominated.
R. L, April 10. Many
APPOINT
is
COMMITTEE
Providence,
as
what
known
ot
"law
the
TO
the
flight,"
part of the committee, which was
Twenty-fift- h
votes and Speaker Champ Clark redistrict N. B. Thistle
from out of town atCONFER WITH THEM
which
prominent
under
who
guests
a
has
been
almost
prisoner
was
taken
unanimous,
to preceived a majority of more than 140,000 wood, republican, renominated: Roll
tended
the
a
wedding here today of
vent a fig)ht on the floor over the
condemned, but where there exists
GABLE AS WARDEN
over Governor Woodrow Wilson, ac- ert P. Hill, democrat.
Miss
Caroline
An10.
sento
Pa.,
Brown, daughter
Hope
Philadelphia,
of
as
doubt
the
the
April
of
delegatwhether the four
legality
question
cording to returns up to 7 a m. today.
of D. Russell Brown, former goveris allowed his freedom within thracite coal operators at their con- es-at-large
tence,
should
be
specifically
Charles S. Deneen has been nominTeddy In Good Spirits.
nor of Rhode Island, tnd Howard
certain limits. The prisoner knows ference with the miners' representa- Instructed.
WAGON MOUND MAN GETS GAME
ated for governor for the third conseGreensburg, Pa., April 10. "We
tives
this
afternoon proposed that an
Millar Chapin, son of Dr. and Mrs.
If he
is
sealed.
that
fate
his
Even
The
resolutions
committee nominatcutive term by the republicans-- his slugged them over the ropes." That
and fish appointment
Charles V. Chapin.
does not walk a step, from some unex- - anthracite coal strike commission be ed as delegates-at-larg- e
Senator
Root,
was Colonel Roosevelt's comment to
from Mcdonald.
plurality being estimated at 75,000.
quarter the fatal bullet will reconvened to take up the situation Chairman Barnes, William Berri of
Edward P. Dunne, former mayor of day on his victory in the Illinois pri- pected
in
the
anthracite
a
view
with
region
come, and the report would be made
Brooklyn, and Edwin A. Merritt, Jr.,
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10. Gover
Chicago, received the nomination for maries yesterday. The colonel was in
of arranging a new working agreewas shot while "in flight."
that
he
speaker of the assembly. Undaunted nor McDonald today sent the follow LEVEE BREAKS PLACING
governor of the democratic ticket by high spirits. The first speech of Colment.
It
was
to
hold the operagreed
It was thus in Fountain's case. He
by the fact that the resolutions com- ing appointments to the senate:
two days' tour
ators proposition in abeyance until mittee
plurality close to 30,000. Owing to onel Roosevelt's
told
there
did not incorporate a woman's
that
the
correspondent
State game and fish warden, Trlni- - LARGE AREA IN DANGER
the length of the ballot it is expect- through Pennsylvania was at Jenn-nett- was
a
of the two sides
no hope, but strolled about the
in
suffrage
ihe
plank
platform,
rep
reday C. De Baca, Wagon Mound, to
ed that another 24 hours will
streets waiting for death. When his tried to find common ground on which resentatlves of the movement today succeed Thomas P.
want
to
to
see
Prac"I
Gable; state board
count.
do
cn
the
to come to ari agreement without required
Pennsylvania
complete
COUNTRY NEAR MELVILLE,
distributed circulars advocating wom- of education Frank H. H.
body was brought in it contained four
LA,
Roberts, A
tically complete returns from the Saturday whet Illinois did yesterday
to
the
services
of
the strike an's
IS THREATENED WITH
fired sorting
shots
made
at
bullet
m the conven- M., Ph. D., of East Las
wounds,
the
rights
by
polls
C.
M.
of
for
and
declare
the people against the
Chicago and estimates based
Vegas;
city
commission. This subcommittee then tion
INUNDATION
hall before the hour for
from behind. The young man's father
on about
f
Light of Silver City; Boniface Monto-y- a
the vote in the politicians," he said.
a session.
began
was
Colonel
Albert
who,
Fountain,
of
Rev.
C.
C.
Hill of
state outside of this city, give the
Bernalillo;
The committee consists of Morris
Baton Rogue, La., April 10. The
with another son, was 'shot by cattle
Temporary Chairman Butler was Roswell, and Dr. M. D. Taylor of AzW. J. Richards, S. D. War-rine- r
following totals:
Williams,
Makes
Statement.
McKinley
river burst a levee a
made
Atch?.falaya
15
New
Mexico
rustlers
ln
chairman
ago.
when
permanent
years
the
tec.
For president,
republicans Theoand R. A. Phillips for the oper
10. "The re Colonel Fountain was one of the most
April
Washington,
few miles below Melvilla, on the west
convention was called to order. State
dore Rooseevlt 230,000; Taft 119,000;
suit in Illinois was not unexpected to famous lawyers of the then territory, atros and John P. White, John Fahey, Chairman Barnes read the
side of the river todav, endangering
platform,
La Pollette 37,000; Roosevelt's
John T. Dempsey and Thomas Kenthose familiar with the situation," and was noted in particular as a
a large area of Aveyalles and St.
which
was
made
last
public
REMAIN
TO
220
BROOKES
night.
Democrats Clark
nedy for the miners.
said Representative McKlnley, direc- eeutor.
anti-truOne
on
Landry
parishes, incl idlng the town
the Sherman
plank
000, Wilson 80,000; Clark's majority
tor of the national Taft bureau todav. The three Mexican Central railway
of Krotz Springs, acc'-'dinto
was not made public until today.
taw,
144 000.
Agreement is Expected
AT HEAD OF GUARD
.n tne iirm comment iron tne presi- received here.
It
reads:
LawTence Y. Sherman, president of
employes who attempted to save
Kansas
ity, .April 10. Another
side on the Illinois primary 000
"We believe in adequate laws to
repe80B of the compaBy.8
the state board of
by executive meeting of representatives
which occupied the at- Giles Bend Levee Safe
"The
issues
a
on
prevent
stolen
traIn
here
it
ceived the endorsement of the rspnbii-canmonopoly m trade. We favor ADJUTANT
rmhing
of the coal miners and operators of
GENERAL
RECEIVES
New
of the people of the state
tention
Orleans, April 10. The1 main
nti,rH tndav hnt the southwest, who have been con- the retention of the Sherman antifor United States senator over
nhihi,H
FROM
so peculiarly local as to cause
line levee at Giles Bend, IS miles
were
trust
should
but
that
be
was
not
The
act;
discovered.
M.
esthe
Cullom by a plurality
supplemoney
Shelby
ferring here for two days, was held
GOVERNOR.
north of Natchez, by river, which was
the presidential
issue to be lost
timated at 30,000.
James Hamilton
prisoners were taken back to Chi- - today. One of the conferees said mented by further legislation to give
so
as
far
of
reported broken, waa intact and un- -'
President
was
Taft
sight
same
to
conthe
the law
Lewis had no opposition on the demhuahua. They denied knowledge of little had been accomplished thus
certainty
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10; Gover damaged today, according to a long
concerned."
ocratic ticket for the senatorshlp en
the money, but are believed to have far, but that he expected an agree- trolling combinations and monopolies nor McDonald
A. S. distance message from the Associated
today
"T say this advisedly," Mr. McKin-- .
dorsement.
creted it yesterday when they aban-le- ment would be reached regarding all that characterize other provisions of Brookes
of
the Press correspondent there.
adjutant
general
continued, 'and for this reason :: doned their train at salamayuca, 30 matters
Joseph G. Cannon, former speaker
pertaining to local working our commercial law, to the end that state; Major S. A. Milliken, of SliMr.
Roosevelt
invaded
the
recently
the field of business opportunity shall ver
of the house, was renominated for
miles soutn of Juarez.
conditions at the mines.
City, surgeon general of the Na
Rtt"uing Varconed
not be restricted by monopoly or
congress by a vote of two to one over state and devoted the major portion
tional
Colonel
J.
W.
Guard;
Te - April
10. Flood
Wilson,
Memphis,
to
addresses
Nhi s nearest
subjects which
that business successes, of Roswell, Bronson M.
Rebels Abandon Parral
WANT HORSE SHOERS LICENSED
competitor. W. B. McKin- - of his
of
in
conditions
the
Cutting,
lower
no
Mississippi
relation
had
for
the
whatever,
d
President Taft's campaign manMexico City, April 10. The MexHartford City, Ind., April 10. One honestly achieved, may not be
Santa Fe; Jesus Romero, of Albu- valley today are still alarming. The
also was renominated to con- - most part, to the issues on which ican rebels have modified their plan of the most important subjects to
into crimes and that the right
querque, and Colonel J D. Hand, of work of rescuing hundreds of persons
must
meet
the
of campaign, according to a special be considered at the fourteenth an- of all men to acquire any commodity
The the republican party
S. the NIneteentn district.
Los
Alamos, on the governor's staff. marooned in the Arkansas lowlands
sociafn
and prohibitionists nominat- - democratic party in November.
dispatch to El Diario from Jimenez, nual convention of the Indiana Horse- and particularly the necessities of Brookesn a
regular army man on the and the task of strengthening the lefu"
"The questions discussed by Mr. and are retiring from the soiuh
o shoes and Blacksmith's
te and congressional tickassociation, life in an open market, until influenc- retired list.
vees In preparing to resist the crest
ets.
V
Roosevelt in his speeches had little Jimenrz with the object of concentra- which opened here
today for a ses- ed by the manipulation or trusts or
of the flood ln Mississippi and Loui-sina- a
A list of th
to do with the actual Issues which he tion at Chihuahua, where General sion of two days, will be the propo- combinations, may be preserved.
congressmen-at-larg- e
BIG FIRE IN BUTTE
continued.
and the repress,,,,,,,, ln
himself
between
and
raised
Mr.
Pasoual Orozco, the rebel iea.ler,
"There should be provision for an
sition to ask the legislature for the
congress has
10. A
Are
ButtC, Mont.,
April
from the 25 Illnow
Greenville, Mississippi, now is the
Mr.
In
other
Roosevelt
Taft.
words,
to
new
a
establish
law
a
base.
of
which will require all administrative board for the better which started at noon in the ware-bous- e
districts, chosen
passage
conspicuous point in the impressive
by republicans and
The presence of fede! In consid-tnblhorseshoers to obtain state licenses. enforcement of the law against mofollows: participated in the campaign in Illidocrats
district in the southern part flood picture. For three days the
Congressmen-at-targe- ,
all
freedom
of
full
a
the
with
10s
4"
nois
numbers
near
u' i
The object of the plan Is to elevate nopoly. There should be further leg of the city had caused a loss of more
republlcan- sriver torrent has threatened to break
am
Mason and B. M Chipper- - fledged citizen of the itate and met n.fles eas of Jimenez, anl rtimors the trade and to protect the
public Islatlon to 'define as criminal offenses nan $200,000 at
r
o'clock and was through dikes guarding
that city.
cm. iemocrats L. R
r
tha
General Truey Aubor., roinn
from the effect of poor and unskilled specific acts which make attempts to
Stringer and
spreadng northwrrd into lie business which Is in the tenter of the world's
B. Williams.
( ' the federal trooos. if tvproacl:- (Continued on Page Four).
workmanship.
restrain and monopolize trade, so section, fanned
vviui
richest cotton country.
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too hasty few crackers. The sentence was con
sMered excessive by the trial judge
BILLS INTRODUCED IN
and prosaoutlng attorney and the
STOMACH DISTRESS
THE LEGISLATURE
pardon was granted on promise of the
IS ENDED FOREVER 'boy's parents, who live in British
4
Columbia, to care for an educate V
No Dyspepsia, Heartburn, Gas or
him.
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10. The ?olin Five Minutes.
Treasurer's Receipts
business was transacted yes
lowing
Take your sour,
stoThe folowlng sums of money have
machor maybe 70a call It Indiges- been received in the office of 8tate terday by the house and senate of 'he
tion, Dyspepsia, Gastritis or Catarrh Treasurer O. N. Marron: Interest on New Mexico legislature.
JOHN COX MORTALLY WOUNDS of Stomach; it doesn't matter take deposit fund, $1,025.70; V. Jaramillo.
Senate.
LIGE CARTER, IN
NEIGHBOR,
your stomach trouble right with you treasurer of Rio Arriba county, taxes
After the routine preliminaries, a
to your Pharmacist and ask him to 486.11; Chris RaMhel, treasurer of petition from Quay county was preMAGDALENA
case of Pane's
open a
Luna county, taxes $54.33: J. G. Kam-mer- . sented asking for the passage ct Sen- and
let
one
eat
yon
treasurer of McKlnley county, jate BUI No. 29. providing for co.mtj
Magdaletia. N. M.. April 10 Life
Carter, who was shot and perhaps fa- Triangule and see If within five min- taxes, $1.19: Solomon Luna, treasur- high schools.
The following blUs were introduced
tally wounded on Main street here utes there is left any trace of your er of Valencia county, taxes, $237.65:
R. W. Heflin, treasurer of San Juan
Monday, by John Cox, a member of former misery.
Senate Bill No. 70, by Evans, an
The correct name for your trouble county, taxes $430.29; Lee G. Pear anti-truthe well known Cox family, which Is
bill. '
is Food Fermentation
food sour.ng; son, treasurer of Quay county, taxes
Senate Bill No. 71, by Alldredge, .o
extensively engaged In rattle raising
In the west part of Socorro county. the Digestive organs become weak, $498.58: M. B. Jones, treasurer of (repeal section 36,
chapter 2, relating
Carter, the victim, also Is a promin- there is lack ot gastric Juice; your Roosevelt county, taxes. $1,729.81 ; to examination for insanity
food is only half digested, and you Julius
ent stockman.
Sellgman, treasurer of SandoSenate Bill No. 72, by McCoy, an
The shooting was the direct result become affected with loss of appe- val county, taxes, $209.37; G. A.
act to compel business concerns to
and fullness after eat
treasurer of Chaves county, redeem In legal money, due bills,
of the lndlctmt-n- t
by the grand jury tite, pressure
vomiting, nausea, heartburn, $1,080.10: J. B. MoManus,
superinat this term of court at Socorro, of ing
ni bowels, tenderness in the tendent of the state penitentiary, con- premiums, etc.
Cqx on a charge of horse stealing. griping
House.
Carter, it is said, was the principal pit of stomach, bad taste in mouth, victs' earnings, $1,004.99; T. J. Gull-foiin
It
10:30
was
a. m. when Speaker
limbs,
constipation,
pain
sleeplessassistant traveling auditor, bank
witness againBt Cox before the gTand
of
ness,
Baca
gas,
called
the
biliousness,
belching
house to order.
R.
O.
$25:
Cox
examination
Hughes
his
was arrested, following
Jury.
fees,
Indictment and released on bond. His sick headache, nervousness, dizziness clerk of the district court of Luna Prayer by Vicar General A. Fourche-gu- ,
roll call and reading of journal
county, clerk's fees $76.35.
attorneys secured a continuance of or many other similar symptoms.
followed.
Burg moved the approval
tie case until the next term of court. If your appetiteor is fickle and nothyou belch gas, or
Cox was very bitter against Carter ing tempts you,
son had a very severe of the minutes; Blanchard moved to
little
"My
as a result of the Indictment, and it If you feel bloated after eating, or cold. I was recommended to try correct. A parliamentary passage folwas feared that when the two men your food lies like a lump of lead on Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and lowed and Burg's motion prevailed.
can make up your before a small bottle was finished he
House Bill No. 45, by Manzanares,
again met, that trouble might result. your stomach, you
mind
the
of all this was as well as ever, writes Mrs. h. creating the county of Sumner, with
at
bottom
that
afternoon Cox and Carter
Monday
29
Street.
Sydney.
Silks,
Dowllng
both happened to be in town from there Is but one cause fermentation Australia. This remedy is for sale county seat at For Sumner. Commitfood.
of
undigested
by all dealers.
tee on counties and county lines.
their ranches southwest of here, and
Prove to yourself in five minutes
met by chance on the street. Cox, it
House Bill No. 46, by the speaker,
Is said by eye witnesses to the shoot- that your stomach is as good as STARTS TENTH PENNANT RACE to found In the city of Santa Fe, an
is nothing
reallj
ing, took Carter to task for having any; that there
Indianapolis, Ind., April 10. While institute styled "The Pan American
testified against him and the men wrong. Stop this fermentation and major league cohorts are absorbed in Institute." The bill names
what you want without
L. Bradford Prince, William J
got Into a heated argument over the begin eating
anticipation of the opening of the
or misery.
discomfort
of
fear
season in their respective circuits to- Mills, George Curry, W. T. Thornton.
veracity of Carter's testimony before
the grand jury. Finally, It is said, Almost instant relief Is waiting for morrow, the fans of the American Herbert J. Hagerman, M. A. Otero, an
It is merely a matter of how association have their
Cox struck Carter,
knocking him you.
trustees, with a seventh trustee to be
down. The latter rose and, according soon you take a little Diapepsin.
opportunity today. None the less named as other state officers are
to (hose who were standing nearby,
marked in point of interest and en- named, and to serve as secretary.
thusiasm the followers of Tom
had an open knife In his hand. Cox
House Bill No. 47, by Carter, an act
Is said to have told him to put up
circuit start on what prom- providing for a preference vote for
CAPITAL
NEWS FROM THE
ises to be the most successful of all United States senator by the people
the knife. The latter is alleged to
A. A. seasons.
have replied: "No one could make
of New Mexico. To the committee on
In the Initial contests today Kanhim put up the knife," at the same
privileges and election. Referred to
time applying a vile epithet to Cox.
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10. G. H. sas City plays at Columbus, Milwau- the committee on finance.
The latter then is said to have drawn H. Corey of New York City has been kee at Toledo, Minneapolis at LouisHouse Bill No. 48 by Tripp, to regua .45 caliber Colt's revolver and fired appointed a commissioner of deeds ville and St. Paul in Indianapolis late
boxing contests for the state ot
twice at Carter. The first bullet en- for New Mexico by Governor W. C. The schedule calls for a season of New Mexico. Referred to the commit168 games, with September 25 as the
tered Carter's breast, Just under the McDonald.
tee on state affairs.
date for the curtain to fall.
heart and came out his back. The
Medical Examination
House Bill No. 49, by Downs. An
Insecond shot missed its mark.
The examination of 28 candidates
Reports from aibout the circuit
act regulating and changing the time
Carter dropped to the sidewalk. By- for state licenses to practice medicine dicate that the outlook is one of opfor electing justices of the peace and
standers rushed to his aid, carrying will be finished today at the county timism, notwithstanding the fact that
to the commithim to the Borrowdale undertaJdag court house. All the members of the all of the teams were handicapped constables. Referred
on
tee
judiciary.
establishment across the street.
state board of health and medical ex- in their training by bad weather.
House Bill Mo. 50 by Downs, an act
was later removed to the Allen hotel aminers are present.
Though the early opening date lett
Sections 2389 and 2453 of
amending
little time to complete the work of
where he Is barely alive and doctors
Parole Issued
the
Laws of 1897, providing
Compiled
acA parole pending good
behavior preparation the teams swing into
attending him say he has little, If
a tion today
with every Indication for the incorporation of municipaliany, chance to live. Cox a few min- was granted to George W. Cox,
utes after the shooting was arrested prisoner at the state penitentiary pointing to a spirited race. Mud Hen ties. Referred to judiciary.
House Bill No. 51 by Dowiu, an act
by Deputy Sheriff Grant Millgen. He from Clovle, Curry county, by Gover- fans, Saints enthusiasts and followwas placed In an automobile and tak- nor W. C. McDonald.
The prisoner ers of the Brewers, Cowboys, Millers, amending Section 1 of Chapte- 47 of
en to the county jail at Socorro.
term for Senators, Colonels and Hooslers all tht Session Laws of 1901, regardiii;,'
wae serving a three-yea- r
Carter is a middle-ageman and homicide. Wlllam H. Pope, members have their eyes towards an event- the policing of unincorporated county
seats. Judiciary.
28
Cox
team.
or 30 of the legislature and many petition- ual pennant-wlnnlunmarried.
is about
House Bill No. 52, by Downs. All
Its
to
third
years old and has borne the reputa- ers from Cury county Joined in asking
cop
expects
Minneapolis
tion of being somewhat quarrelsome. Governor McDonald to take the ac- successive pennant. Toledo, under act amending Section 4 of Chapter 31
Feeling as to the shooting Is about tion ended in the release of the aged the management of "Topsy" Hartsell, of Session Laws of 1907, providing
looks good to finish well to the front for levies for a sprinkling fund. Prievenly divided. Because Carter drew prisoner yesterday.
the knife and refused to put it up,
of the race. Milwaukee, Indianapo- vate and municipal corporations.
Pardon Granted
House Bill No. 53, by Goodell ar.c
A full pardon was granted to Eddie lis and Kansas City will be surpristhough warned several times by Cox,
there are those who think the latter Altken, a youthful Inmate of the New ed if they fall to finish in the first Boulware, to provide for the payment
was justllfed in shooting to protect Mexico reform school at Springer, division.
The real strength of the to Grant and Luna counties of cercain
Ait-kehis own life. On the other hand, the by Governor W. C. McDonald.
Columbus club has yet to be tested, moneys. County and municipal Infact that Carter was the older man
was sentenced from San Miguel and the Louisville and St. Paul teams debtedness.
and no match for Cox so far as phys- county for three years for breaking have problems to solve before they
House Bill No. 54, by Llewellyn, an
ical strength
was concerned, his the seal on a box car and stealing a can hope to win.
act to provide for the determination
of the Texas-NeMexico boundaiy.
State affairs.
House Bill No. 55, by Chaves, appropriating for expenses of the New
Mexico Military institute and for a
classified New Mexico cadet corps.
Finance.
House Bill No. 6, by
Hilton,
amenting Sections 9 and 11, of the
Act of 1903, relating to community
ditches and acequais. State aff;r3.
Because, Willie, the chicken don't know how to create a hard shelled egg unless it has
House Bill No. 7, by Clancy, prosome food with lime in it.
viding for a tax on the output of coal
mines. Finance.
So chicken raisers often provide limestone gravel, broken oyster shells or some other
House Bill No. 58, by Evans, conform of lime.
ferring powers and jurisdiction on
Let the chicken wander free and it finds its own food and behaves sensibly.
probate courts and clerks thereof. Judiciary.
Shut it up and feed stuff lacking lime and the eggs are
House Bill No. 59, by Moreno nn
Let's step from chickens to human beings.
act for the better accommodation of
passengers on railroads and providing
Why is a child "backward" and why does a man or woman have nervous prostration
for uniform transportation charges
or brain-frag- ?
There may be a variety of reasons but one thing is certain.
A maximum three ents a mile passenger rate Is provided for. Railroads
If the food is deficient in Phosphate of Potash the gray matter in the nerve centres and
must furnish cars for freight
brain cannot be rebuilt each day to make good the cells broken down by the activities of yesmust run trains at regular
terday
hours, according to a published timePhoephate of Potash is the most important element Nature demands to unite albumin
table. Conductors shall have the right
and water to make gray matter.
to put off passengers who have not
Grape-Nut- s
food is heavy in Phosphate of Potash in a digestible form.
paid their fare, at any regular stopping place. Committee on railroads.
A chicken can't always select its own food, but a thoughtful man can select suitable
House Bill No. 60, by Lwewellyr,,
food for his children, wife and himself.
defining, regulating, etc. of Intoxlcat-inguorThe bill Includes a county
and city local option clause, which
may be made available on petition.
Committee on temperance
House Bill No. 61, by Vargas, an
act providing for the collection of
in
damages by animals trespassing
cemeteries. Committee on state affairs.
House Bill No. 62, by Nichols, an
act relating to the fees to be charged
by county clerks for recording instruments in writing. Committee on
Poitum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek Michigan
finance.
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House Bill No. S3. b
Llewellyn,
an act for the purchase of law books
by the district judge. Committee on
finance.
House Bill No, 64, by Casados, providing for the branding of livestock,
recording of brands and punishment
for defacing brands. Committee on
livestock.
Former Superintendent
of Public
Instruction Acasio Gallegos was given the use of the hall of representatives on Wednesday evening for an
address on the needs and defects of
the New Mexico educational system.
House Joint Resolution No. 14, by
the committee on printing, to regulate the printing of bills In Spanish
and to eliminate the printing in
Spanish of bills not ordered printed
In that language by the committee on
printing. The resolution was referred
to the committee on finance by a
vote of 43 to 5.
House Joint Resolution No. 15, to
prevent the consideration of county
division bills at this session, was carried by
vote, after a parliamentary wrangle.
A communication from the Ladles'
Hospital Board at Silver City, asked
for an appropriation of $5,000 to repair the hospital building. Referred
to the committee on finance.
Mullens called attention
to the
many bills of a similar tenure that
were being Introduced, swelling! the
cost of printing, making unnecessary
labor and consuming the time of the
home.
Speaker R L. Baca announced that
in accordance with a resolution previously passed, he would appoint a
committee on ways and means.
Catron asked that the resolution re
ferred to be read. Chief Clerk Staplin
read the report of the committee on
committees submitted on March 12.
The report as adopted authorized the
speaker to appoint any subsequent
committees that might be necessary.
Blanchard moved to rescind so much
of the! report as gave authority to appoint new committees. De Baca moved to table Blanchard's motion. Carried.
Llewellyn offered a resolution to
expel members Manuel Cordova, J. P.
Lucero, Luis Montoya and Julian Tru-jlllBurg moved the adoption of the
resolution. Roll call was ordered.
Catron, Hilton and Skldmore refused
to vote. Padilla and Hilton explained
their votes. Padilla stated he withdrew his signature from the Rogers
report to wait until the evidence had
been printed. Padilla voted "aye" on
the motion to expel. A heated colloquy took place between Llewellyn and
Toombs, when the latter explained his
vote.
The resolution was deffated by a
vote of 10 ayes to 30 noes. Chaves
moved to reconsider and to lay the
reconsideration on the table, which
carried, thus winning the final victory
for the accused men.
The house by a vote of 9 to 33 refused to rescind the resolution ordering the printing of the transcript in
the bribery hearing.
The house then took up consideration of the rules.
viva-voc-
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Everybody reads The Optic.

YOU CAN

SEE "SPRING" IN

EVERY LINE OF THESE WAISTS.
We haven't attempted to feature any one line, but all sorts
Chiffon and Messaline are the leaders
among silk waists, while white waists are heie in a profuse array,
comprising an endless variety of models and styles. Every taste
preference will be easily suited in this splendid gathering.
Surely your Spring wardrobe demands many new waists, so you
cannot help but be interested in this comprehensive assemblage.
Bs sure to come while the showing is at its best and newest.

are amply represented.

An excellent variety of dainty Lingerie waists in all the newest
models, at only
Many other styles at
$1,75 to
Attractive Silk waists in a variety of styles,

$125
$5.00

$300

$3.50

Other Models at

to $W.OO

Las Veas'Loadin Store

&.&ose4umM6 Son,
Established

South Side Pla5a.

1862

READY FOR BILLIARD MATCH
New York, April 10. Lovers
of
biliards are looking forward with
great interest to the match to be
played at the Hotel Astor tomorrow
night between Willie Hoppe and Calvin Demarest for the world's cham-

pionship at 18. balkiine. Hoppe and
his Chicago challenger are said to be
in excellent trim and betting is nearjy
even.
Large sums are said to have
been placed.
MISSIONARY

WORK

FOR

SOUTH

Washington, April 10. Several hundred women, directly or indirectly
connected with the missionary work
of the Southern Methodist Episcopal
church gathered at the Mount Vernon Place church in this city today
to attend the opening session of the
second annual meeting of the South

ern Methodist Episcopal
Woman's
missionary council. The organization
is the woman's department of the gen
eral board of missions of the M. E.
Church South and the meeting, which
will occupy a full week, will be main
ly devoted to the receiving of reports
from the various mission fields and
the planning of the women's missionary work for the coming year. Miss
Belle H. Bennett, of Richmond, Ky.,
is the presiding officer.
There will
be three sessions daily and on the
last day of the meeting President and
Mrs. Taft will recive the delegates
at the White House.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. Rflc

There Is Only One

"Breme Quinine"
That Is
Laxative Breme Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER TO

OWE

A COLD IM ONE DAT.

Always remember the full name. Look
for this signature on every box. 25c.

Why Shouldfa Chicken
Lay a SoftShelled Egg?

WHY

IT PAYS

TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS

soft-shelle-

"There's a Reason" for

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a "protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

Grape-Nut- s
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'.AS VEGAS
lng state to compel a practitioner
of ,m city to stand trial on the
charge of receiving money under false
pretense. The facta In the case show
thai one of the city's best known
physicians, who has been prominently
identified with a number of its medical institutions rendered a bill for
$12 for his treatment for the disease
known as hydrocephalus, or water on
the brain, of a boy In New Jersey.
IT MAY BE THAT AUTOMOBILES The doctor says physicians now reREALLY DECREASE THE COST
cognize thai this disease is in some
OF LIVING
cases curable by medical treatment,
while the indictment says that it is
New York, April 10 Whether the Incurable except by surgery. As the
five thousand dollar limousine to sa doctor in question did not attempt the
nothing of the lowlier taxicab is real-- latter method the charge of obtaining
ly an effective agent In reducing the money under false pretenses is made,
high cost of living is one of the many Should the state win its case a
which New York is trying rlous situation would arise under
to answer In checking up the actual which lc might be called upon to codi- results In the greatest movement in fy all diseases with the proper treatthis field which this city has yet ment for each, for physicians might
If
seen.
In all the hundred years of be alow to undertake treatment
its existence the famous Washington such an act, through conflict with the
market which furnished the scene of veiws of the authorities, might lead
action probably never before experi- to Indictment and punishment. A leenced such a day as the one this gal code of all diseases and their pro- week when 500 members of the per treatments would undoubtedly be
Housewives' league descended upon it a remarkable work, and the picture of
determined to do their own marketing the authorities prescribing castor oil
first hand in an effort to eliminate' for juvenile stomach ache is no less
the middleman and reduce the food wonderful than would be the prediea-bills- .
Never probably has the city ment If he happened to have mlsplac-seemarketing under such conditions d his code book.
Recall Memories of Aaron Burr
As a social affair the demonstration!
was undoubtedly
a success. Music By a curious coincidence it is point-wafurnished by a band and every ed out here that at no time since the
visitor received a tiny American flag death of those two famous citizens
and bouquet. There were guides to of early New York, Alexander Hamil-fnrnisInformation and all the deal- - ton and Aaron Burr, has a national
ers in the great market were decked situation existed which, could they
out in their best each with a flower return to this city, would so greatly
In his button hole. Some of the appeal to both, antagonistic as they
would-b- e
marketers who In all prob- wepe. Hamilton, the great federalist
ability had never been In a market ani specialist on foreign relations,
before and never will be again came would undoubtedly find delicate probin their own autos with their own lems such as he loved to handle in
maids to carry their baskets. Others the Mexican situation and the Magda-lencame in taxis although the majority
Bay incident, to mention only
arrived by street car or on foot. Many two. Burr, with his dreams of other
out of town purchasers hastened to empires might now well cast longing
express their packages to their homes, eyes on some of our territorial posleaving their husbands at the other sessions. That the present situation
end to wonder just where the saving is peculiarly one from which his fer'ante In. The prices obtained were tile imagination might conjure all
of course lower than those prevailing sorts of dangerous possibilities was
at the small retail markets but con- shown by the arrival here this week
siderable doubt exists among the of a delegation of representatives of
skeptics as to whether the ultimate the island of Porto Rico including
cost to the consumer in view of the members of the Porto Rican legislacost of autos, express charges and the ture who were on their way to Washlike was any less. Even the dealers ington to protest against the reducvoted the gala day a huge success, tion of the existing tariff on sugar
one butcher going so far as to say as has been proposed by congre-.-s- .
that he enjoyed It almost as much as
The committee which- was headed
the annual chowder party. Pressed by Dr. Raafel del Valle, a member of
for expert views, however, he ex- the executive council of the Island,
pressed an opinion to the effect that points out that sugar growing has bemost of the women "didn't know noth- come one of the chief Industries of
ing" about marketing and that until Porto Rico since the American occuthey had acquired this knowledge pation and that high wages and
their efforts would not. prove effec-- standards of living approaching thogo
tire. He added that, one woman who, of the United States pre coming to be
wanted some veal cutlets expressed adopted. They Insist that they ret desire to see a whole veal, and gard themselves ac loyal Americans
was much disappointed when
she and that they canio- - understand why
found that it did not resemble a seal, the government that has foa'.ered
to which she had always supposed it their industries heretofore is now
pre
to be closely related. New York is paring to throw them back into the
still trying to determine the econ- eruditions
prevailed under Span
omic value of the auto in reducing is,h sovereignty. Similar protests are
the cost of living.
being received from Hawaii and the
Consult Lawyer When Sick
Philippines and the members of con
The law and not the physician may gress apparently will have consider
yet become the final factor here in able difficulty ic making clear to
deciding whether or not an Illness or those recently acquired citizens the
disease is curable as the result of a mysteries of American
unique situation which, if carried to A modern day setting more to Burr's
its logical conclusion, may make it liking can hardly be imagined.
necessary for an ailing person in
"Cops de Luxe" for Fifth Avenue
search of a cure to consult a statute
Cops de luxe, a variety hitherto
book
instead of a doctor. This unknown, capable either of chasing
strange state of affairs has been crooks, or furnishing exhaustive In
brought about as the result of an ex- formation to feminine bargain hunt
tradition writ issued by a neighbor- - ers, and calculated to make the or- -
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tariff-makin-

BANTAMWEIGHTS

Charley

Somen,

of

Cleveland club, has not given up
Idea of securing Moriarty, of the

the

the
De-

DOUBLE

troit Tigers. With Turner crippled the
Naps are weak at third base.
The chances are that Rath and
Weaver will start the season In the
infield for the White Sox, with the
veteran Tannehlll ready to jump In,
In case the youngsters blow.
President Ward, of the Boston
CHICK
HAYE8
AND
M EC HEM
FRANKIE Braves, says be would not trade Vin JUDGE
PRONOUNCES
BURNS TO MIX IT UP IN
DEATH
SENTENCE ON TWO
Campbell for Ty Cobb, and that in
INDIANAPOLIS.
GUILTY OF MURDER
Miller, Campbell and Jackson he has
the
In
outfield
the
country.
greatest
Rheumatism is one of the oldest of human ailments, and yet the
Indianapolis, Ind., April 10. Eyes
Socorro, N. M., April 10 Two men
Bill Dahlen's Brooklyn outfit has
causes which produce it was a question long in doubt. It was thought of pugilistic fans will center on Inof first degree murder at
convicted
In
had a hard time to get
condition
at one time to be a disease of the bones entirely; its origin was also atthe term of the district court now la
one of this
when
dianapolis
again
tonight
snow
followed
Rain
and
spring.
tributed to some specific affection of the nerves, and various other the most
important
bantamweight the Superbas from town to town an. session here were Monday condemntheories which proved to be wrong, were put forward in an effort to battles of the
year will be waged be- made ball playing practically Impos- ed to expatiate their crime on the
nd a cure for the trouble. Under these conditions the treatment of tween
Chick
gallows May 3. Sentence wag proHayes, the fast little In-- sible.
Rheumatism was very unsatisfactory and only of a temporary nature.
nounced In open court by Judge Mer-ri- t
dlana
and
Frankie
champion,
that
is
Burns,
a
Rheumatism
blood
When it was determined beyond doubt
tarry McLean says he intends to
C. Mechem.
The luckless victims
who
recently gave Johnny Coulon catch every game played by the Cinisease, brought about by an excess of uric acid in the circulation, then
n
to
are
Francisco
Granado and
be
such
a
for
crown
close
his
rub
New
blood
at
thus
and
the
s cure became a matter of purifying
destroying
cinnati Reds this peason. Larry is
UnW.
John
Gates.
alias
Frazer,
its source. Because it is the best of all blood purifiers S. S. S. has Orleans. It is, without a doubt, the 20 pounds lighter thai he was lst
biggest card that has been staged in season, is working hard and showing less Governor W. C. McDonald should
een the most successful of all treatments for Rheumatism.
When this uric acid gets into the circulation it causes a partial the Hoosier capital this year, for it Hank O'Day what a real backstop extend executive clemency or grant
a reprieve, the men will be hanged
fermentation of the blood, which changes it from a thick, rich stream, means that Hayes either is In line to looks like.
on the morning of May 3. It will be
o a thin, acrid fluid, whose nourishing properties are greatly impaired. go after the bantam championship or
A story is going the rounds to the
Through the circulation the uric acid is carried' to every muscle, must wait and work a while longer effect that Joe Cantillon has a quart the first hanging In Socorro county
Rheuma-isin several years.
int and nerve of the body, and then the pains and aches of
before he tackles the tough little title of
whiskey on the bench for Rube
The longer the blood is allowed to remain in this holder.
commence.
Sentence also was pronnounced on
Waddell when the "Rube" Is worktcrid, weakened condition the more severe will the disease become.
Jose Sanchez y Armljo, convicted of
At 116 pounds, Hayes is said to be
manThe "Rube" has caused
Gradually the muscles harden and lose their elasticity, the joints begin the fastest developed toy this coun- ing.
murder In the second degree for the
agers too much trouble for Joe even
to stiffen, and frequently calculous deposits collect and form knots at
slaying of Florencio Sanchez, a well
has known, for in less than a to think of such a foolish thing.
try
the finger joints.
known ranchman, at Aragon, on Febyear he has risen from the prelimiHonus Wagner and Mike Donlln
The pains of Rheumatism may often be temporarily relieved by
29. Armljo received an indefinruary
to
one
be
considered
ranks
of
nary
two exof the Pirates, represent
the application of hot cloths, liniments, plasters, etc., but as such treat- the most ian rerous little
of from 50 to 60 years
sentence
ite
chaps in tremes In men's scenery. Mike changment does not reach the blood, no one should expect permanent
In
Since he is
state
the
penitentiary.
line for the honors. His 19 years es his clothes three or four times a
benefit from it.
a middle aged man now, this is
seem to have" but little bearing on his
day, while a slouch hat and a so!t
There is just one way to cure Rheumatism and that is to purify
for he has learned collar Is Wagner's swellest makeup. equal to life Imprisonment.
the blood of the uric acid. S. S. S. does this more quickly and cer- battling ability
The crime for which Granado Is
system of fighting Still the Flying Dutchman Is there
S. S. S. eliminates this uric acid early the borlng-ltainly than any other medicine.
doomed to forflet his life was the
some
most
of
the
and
has
beaten
It is made
when it comes to sport. He is a first wanton
because it is the most penetrating of all blood remedies.
killing of Manager Freeman
able veterans of the class.
class bowler, a billiard player, a crack
entirely of roots, herbs and barks compounded and scientifically
and
Clark, of the Mogoi-loBookkeeper
shadhas
Monte
been
Twice
Attell
blended in such manner as to make it a medicine that acts through the
shot, a basket ball expert, a hockey
Mercantile
company at Mogollon
S. S. S. ed by this Indianapolis lad, and
circulation with good effect on every portion of the system.
player, clever at golf, a skillful auto late in February, when the men were
cures Rheumatism permanently because it removes the cause on George Kltson met defeat at his driver and takes down $10,000 for six
shot to death during a hold-u- p
by
which the disease thrives. S. S. S. contains no harmful minerals, it is hands. Hayes never has been badly months work on the diamond.
of
and another desperado
Granado
Rheumabeaten and this coming bout with
perfectly safe for every one. Write for our special book on
their store there. The other bandit
tism and learn of the great uccess S. S. S. has had in curing it. Any Burns will be the hardest test he has
NO REASON FOR IT
was shot to death by a posse which
No charge for the had to stand. Hayes has worked hard
medical advice desired will be furnished you.
soon after
book or advice. S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
for Burns and believes that he will When East Las Vegas Citizens Show went in pursuit of them
the tragedy, but Granado, when he
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CL ATLANTA. CA.
break even at least with the "Jersey
the Way.
saw capture inevitable, surrendered.
Skeeter". Burns is stifll of the belief
There can be no Just reason why
that he can make Johnny Coulon step any reader of this will continue to Frazer was convicted of the murder s
dinary policeman turn green with en- trial and other civic bodies and repreSmith-erto keep his crown intact and many of suffer the tortures of an aching back, of Deputy Sheriffs Hall and
vy, are soon to grace Fifth avenue, sentatives of various colleges and
offiwith
the
a
in
battle
pitched
The con- the experts at New Orleans who saw the annoyance of urinary disorders,
according to the plans of merchants agricuMiural institutions.
when
on
cers
ranch,
the
Coulon
gave Burns the dangers of serious kidney ills
whose establishments line both sides gress will remain In session three the last bout with
the posse of which the dead officers
of that famoas
thoroughfare. For days and will devote its attention a shade the best of it, despite the when relief is so near at hand and were members, suddenly came upon
some time complaints have been com- principally to the consideration and fact that the referee called Coulon a the most positive proof given that Gates and two fellow outlaws, who
mon that the famous street of mil- discussion of the national land recla- winner. The victory either way was these ills can be cured. Read what were
attempting to escape to Mexico
lionaires has become a favorite hunt- mation plan which has been worked not decisive, and it Is certain that an East Las Vegas citizen says:
sensational jail break at Item
a
after
a
Mrs. L. J. Meyer, 225 Railroad Ave.,
ing ground for all sorts of panhand- out by a committee appointed by the Burns has not been eliminated as
Gates pals liberated him
when
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., saye; "la lng,
lers. Acordingly Fifth avenue's mer- first congress. Efforts will be made championship possibility.
One of the outlaws was killed, and
1902 a member of our household gave
and assistchants now propose to introduce guar- to secure the
the other two escaped. Gates two
a public statement In praise of Doan's
dians of their own, Imposing physical ance of the national government in
FfriW).
weeks later was arreateg-gt-- ffl
and sartorial requirements whloh will the plans for reclaiming for agrioul
'Kidney1 Pills and confirmed it in Jan Texas.
as
make hem the observed of all observ tural purposes the 75,000,000 acres of
uary, 1907. This person think
The trial of Jose Maria Baca, chargers. As a start, it is planned to put overflow alluvial and swamp lands
BASEBALL NOTES.
highly of Doan's Kidney Pills now as ed with assault with Intent to
km,
ever. This remedy brought complete
eight men on duty in the Fifth ave- in the United States. Congress Is to
was begun yesterday afternoon. Tt is
nue business section. Two of them be urged to create a commission to
was
relief from kidney trouble which
expected to be finished by late today.
will be plain clothes men in a tech- make the necessary surveys and esJoe Delehanty, who was with Toron- shown by pains in the back and other
of
cost
whether
timates
sense
and to work out, in to
nical
at least, though
last season, has signed with the At annoying difficulties. We have procured Doan's Kidney Pills at the
they will be clothed in frock coat connection with the several states af- lanta Southern
GENERAL BOOTH 18 S3.
league club.
and silk hats is not yet announced. fected, laws for the gradual reclama
The Pittsburgh club has released Center Block Pharmacy and have
London, April 10. Congratulatory
The other six, however, will be uni- tion of such waste lands. Colcnol
we
so greatly benefited by them that
Pitcher Grover to the Hartford, Conn.,
messages from all parts of the world,
formed in gorgeous style, resembling William C. Gorgas, chief engineer of
can speak highly In their praise."
Out
and
and
Pitcher
Everett
club,
felicitous notes of greeting:
including
somewhat the London "bobby" and sanitation in the Panama canal zone,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
fielder Irwin to Montreal.
from King George and Queen Mary,
somewhat the Prussian
grenadier. who, with the the sanction of the
cents. Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo,
Must be something to this young
were received by General Booth today
lOach member of the new ultra exclufederal government has accepted the
New Lork, sole agents for the United
on the occasion of his eighty-thir- d
sive force will be of herculean build position of third vice president of the Mr. Russell, the Baltimore pitcher, States.
can
when
make
he
the
Philadelphia
and clad according to present sugges- congress, will be one of the notable
Remember the name Doan's and birthday anniversary. The venerable
Nationals lay down and play dead.
founder of the Salvation Army retions in a blue uniform with crimson speakers.
take no other.
Pitcher Howard Northrop, chamor gold facings. Not only will they
cently concluded a continental tour
e
league,
pion flipper of the
and Is now planning a visit to America
FEDERAL ROADS HEARING.
be expected to detect and banish all
a regulooks
to
become
good enough
next fall. Much depends, rowever,
Washington, D. C, April 10. A
crooks, but to be walking encyclopedias of the knowledge dear to the hearing was given by the rules comml-te-e lar with the Chicago Cubs.
WITH THE BOXERS
upon the outcome of an operation
Steve Yerkes may land a regular
feminine shopper. Altogether their
of the house of representatives
that is soon to be performed on his
advent will set a new standard in the today on the Underwood resolution, job at second base for the Boston
4 left eye. This operation, General
f
Red Sox. He has been covering the
t olice service not only for New York providing for the
Mike Gibbons and Paddy Lar'n Booth has been assured, will not be
naming of a joint
but the whole country as well
committee of congress to consider fed- bag this spring and doing the work in have signed for a clash to take place attended with serious risk, and promin Cleveland, April 29.
eral participation In roads building. July form.
isee to give him an old man's sight
Thinks Teddy Is Whole Show
New Orleans sports stand ready to for one eye. At present he cannot see
Manager Wolverton, of the HighThe most partisan Roosevelt believ- The hearing) was attended by repreer yet discovered and that according sentatives of the American Road landers, figures that his pitching put up a $17,000 purse for a bout be- his audience, but if it is successful
to the friends of the colonel is some- Builders' association, American Auto- staff will be able to put the art of tween Ad Wolgast and Joe Mandot.
he will be able to do a certain amount
g
out of business this
of writing and even reading after a
thing of a title has just been p t cn mobile association. National grange,
Read The Optic.
Fanners' union and numerous state season.
record here In the evson of one
time.
?L.?quEle, a lately arrived son and sectional organizations interested
of Italy who evidently believes that: in improved highways.
the sage of Oyster Bay is practically
the United States, and several other
You will look a good while before
things beside. Pasquale was one of you find a better medicine for coughs
Capital Paid in
Surplus
one hundred applicants appearing be ' and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
$100,000.00
no
relief
emedy&vea
$50,000.00
mT
fore Supreme Court Justice Kapper It cures.
Try: It when you have a
here seeking naturalization
papers. cough or cold, and you are certain
"Who is governor of this state?" Pas to be pleased with the prompt cure
quale was asked. "Roosevelt," he which it will effect. For sale by all
said in reply. "Who is president of dealers.
J. M. CUNNINOHAn, President
the United States? " "Roosevelt," reHOSKINS, Cashier.
FRANK SPRINOER.
turned the Italian would-b- e
citizen.
"Who is mayor of New York City?"
"Roosevelt." "Who makes up the
congresg of the United States?" was
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
the next question. "Roosevelt," re
plied Pasquale. "If the present president should die who would succeed
him?" "Roosevelt," "In fact Roosevelt Is the whole thing, governor, mayor, president, congress, the canstitu-tlon- ,
according to your notion, isn't
he?" Pasquale bowed his assent.
Dominick was ordered admitted, but
whether because of or in spite of his
answers is not known.
Capital Stock,
"Pick our ice" for your ice chest.
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
When you get it in the chest, youH
DRAINAGE CONGRESS OPENS
New Orleans, La., April 10. The find it easy to pick, also. Not only
second annual meeting of the Nation- that it's so clear and clean looking
Wm. G. Haydon
President
al Drainage Congress form ;d last that you will, after one trial, "piok
H.
W.
Vice
Kelly
President
year was opened here today with a our Ice" every time. It's a genuine
D. T. Hoskins
Treasurer
large attendance of delegates repre- pleasure to use our ice and also a
senting every state in the Union as pleasure to tell your friends that you
well as many large and small cities get your Ice from
Interest Pa. Id on Deposis
In all parts of the country, delegates
THE CRY8TAL ICE CO.
of various large commercial, Indus- Phone Main 227.
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ignorant Immigrants Mocking to our
hospitable shores should be a warning to our cltisenahip. Congress cannot long continue to shirk 1U plain
doty. Persistent insults to the American flag and denunciation of the
American laws and courts are matters for federal attention and shou-- d
not be left to the uncertain and often
spineless handling by local authorities. Kansas City Journals.
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ILLINOIS GIVES

R008'

VELT A MAJORITY
(Continued From Page Onf

.

and talked to voters of Illinois on the
subjects which were uppermost in
their minds namely, state Issues."
The participation of eight candi
dates for the republican nomination
for governor resulted in the complete
breaking down of all party organization," says Mr. McKinley's statement,
od new alignments were brought
about."
'These new organizations
Mr.
Roosevelt was able to reach by per
sonal contact, an experience which
President Taft could not enjoy," says
Director McKinley.
"The result in
Illinois has no bearing whatever on
the outcome of presidential contest
In the republican party except Insofar as it expresses the desire of Illi
nois based on purely local issues.
"I have never. In any public state
ment, claimed s single delegate from
Illinois in the Chicago convention and
I have never included it In my calculations when I have said repeatedly
that President Taft will have more
votes in the Chicago convention this
year than he had In 190S when he received 702 votes. I repeat that prediction now and am absolutely confident of its fulfillment.
"In no other state in the union are
conditions existing where Mr. Roosevelt can make the same kind of a
campaign as he did in Illinois. To the
voters of other states he will have to
confine himself to the national Issues,
Including his proposal of the recall of
Judges and the third term issue."
Dixon Sees Victory.
"The day of the
ma
chine-mad- e
delegate to nominate a
presidential candidate 5s over. The
day of the nomination of the candi
dates by the direct expression of the
will of the voters has come."
That
was the comment on the Illinois primary by Senator Dixon, manager of
the Roosevelt campaign committee.
"The republicans of niinols, by an
avalanche majority of one hundred
and twenty thousand, have served no
tice that they are unalterably opposed
to the reactionary policies of Taft
and to the
reactionary bosses to
whom he has permitted his managers
to commit his political fortunes,"
continued Senator Dixon.
TThe overwhelming sentiment in
favor of the nomination of Colonel
Roosevelt has at last forced itself
home on the administration managers.
"The time has come when the republican voters of the country will no
longer take orders either from the
White House or from the machine
representatives of big business as to
their candidate for the presidency."
The Roosevelt national headquarters claimed for Colonel Roosevelt
130 delegates, with othsr figures as
follows:
Taft 40, LaFollette 36, Cummins 4,
unlnstructed 94, contested 148.
The Taft headquarters,
omitting
the 58 Illinois delegates from its figs
ures on the ground that the final
as to the various districts were
not yet available, made the following
claims ot delegates:
Taft 313; Roosevelt 39; I.,a Follette
36; Cummins 4.
hand-picke-

N
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dealing with the anarchists who
to cause trouble in San, Diego,
Hie authorities there adopted unique
although Ineffective methods. One
hundred of these Industrial Workers
of the World who are constitutionally opposed to work of any kind
were made to kneel on the ground
and kiss the American flag, after
which they were marched to the
county line to the tune of "The Star
Spangled Banner" and told not to
return. No doubt this was most humiliating "oppression" of the Individuals composing the army of protest,
but it can scarcely prove effective
as a remedy.
Reports received in Seattle of tte
activity of the anarchists engaged in
encouraging the strikes in parts of
Washington and British Columbia indicate that these disturbers have
things pretty much their own way.
There is to be a big meeting today
In Seattle and the red flag Is the
only banner to be allowed In the hall.
With the avowed anarchists are the
socialists, who differ from the more
rampant disturbers very little in
principle. No doubt a great deal wt!l
be said at this meeting about trie
"martyrdom" of the brothers In San
Diego who were forced to kiss the
American flag. But there is little
likelihood that the Seattle anarchists
will be disturbed in their traitorous
activity.
The only effective way U deal with
anarchy is by federal authority. As
most of 'these Industrial Workers
like other anarchists, are foreigners
criminal and ignorant, they should
bo deported without ceremony, it
is rare that a native American citi
zen Insults his own flag. The hordes
of jailbirds and paroled criminals
who are sent to our shores from low
er Europe spread contamination
among Americans of lawless tenden
cies. Our own malcontents would be
easy to deal with were it not for the
vicious counsels of foreigners who, re
spectlng no flag and acknowledging
no government except that of brute
force, spread their pernicious doc
trines among the weak and easily
.influenced.
Congress has been pressed to take
up the subject of aggressive anarchy,
(but congress seemingly has been
nfrald to do so. While so many of
our own officeholders and "progres
sive" politicians hold the American
flag and the American courts in small
respect, It is hard to deal with pro
The heavy in
fessed anarchists.
erease In the number of depraved and
Ui

wuught
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Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely
the whole svsitem when enter
ing It through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reputable physicians as the damage they
will do Is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them. Hall's
Cartarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
T
rthnnKv & Co.. Toledo, O, con
tains no mercury, and Is taken in- tamoNv aptlnr directly uoon tbe
the
MnnA nnd mucous surfaces of
system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure he Bure you get tine genuine, it
is taken Internally and made In To
ledo. OWo. by F. J. Cheney & Co
Testimonial free.
Sold by Druggists. Price 75c per

bottle

Take Hall's Family Pills for
stipation.

con-

ANOTHER HOME FOR SALE
AT A SACRIFICE
No. 1016 Fifth street, 6 rooms and
bath. 3 lots, good Darn, chicken

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

t

ed all questions put to him in
fair
and equitable manner. Remarks were
confined to the general question and
not permitted on any one particular
rate or case, except as an analagous
example.
It is seldom that one sees such an
enthusiastic meeting as the one last
night, which was composed of a
representative gathering of Las Vegas townspeople both In numbers and
The Woodmen
TO HEAD CAMP AT Interest displayed.
DELEGATE
felt highly gratiifed to find that the
NEW
BUFFALO EXPLAINS
matter was attracting such wide
RATE SYSTEM
spread attention.

WOODMEN LISTEN
TO TALK

10, 1912.

BY

UURLIE

The Modem Woodmen of America
neld a largely attended meeting at
the W. O. V. ball last night, con
venlng at S o'clock for a discussion
on tb
revision of rates. The hall
vaa thrown open to the general public. A. U Gurlle was introduced to
those present. He is an able talker,
as was evidenced by the interest displayed in his remarks.
Mr. Gurlle having been the dele-froNew Mexico to the head camp
at Buffalo and the adjourned head
camp at Chicago laBt January, has a
thorough knowledge of the reason
and necessity for such changes in
rates as have been made. He said in

part:
"Prior to this there has been but
one rate for all the members, this 1b
different
now changed into seven
plans so that each member can take
the plan which is best adapted to his
needs. At the time the delegates
went to the head camp at Buffalo they
had no Idea of a raise In rates, but
at that meeting It was shown that
a raise of rates was necessary.
"The head consul appointed a com
mittee of revision to look into and
report on the matter at an adjourned
meeting, which was later held at ChiActuaries and others well
cago.
versed in these matters were at the
disposal of the committee, ae well as
the data constructed from the past
history of this society and others
This committee reported and placed
figures before the assembled dele
gates which conclusively proved that
a revision was necesary and recom
mended five plans, this being changed afterwards to eight plans so that
present members could have the ad
vantage of plans that were not re
commended but might fit their needs.
These go Into effect January 1, 1913
for old members and the five plans
to which the new members are
go into effect May 1, 1912.
These are the step rate, - whole- life
as well as 50, 60 and 70 year terms.
The 50, 60 and 70 year terms lapse
at that time but the member has the
privilege of changing to the whole
life at any time, five years before
the lapse of the current certificate,
rate is at 45, 5!) and 63 years, re
spectively, in accordance with the

TONIGHT AND THURSDAY
APRIL lO AND 11

The BROWNE

PULLMAN

FIRST AID PACKET8.
The Pullman company has completed plans for the adoption of emergency packages for first aid to the Injured, which will be installed in all
of the cars of the company during the
next few weeks, is the announcement
in the Railway
The first
aid package consists of a small box
5 Inches by 3 inches
by 1 inch, containing a small supply of sterilized
lint, bandage and pins, intended to
answer the purpose of a primary
dressing, and to remain in place only
until the person injured may be able
to receive the care of a surgeon. Six
of these units will be packed In a carton and will be a part of the equipment of every car. An attempt has
been made to bring the first aid package to the greatest possible simplicity
in order that It may be 'available for
use by persons who may be entirely
untrained in the application of surgical dressings. Although the purpose
of the contents will be apparent to
anyone In whose hands it is placed
the package contains a few simple directions. A somewhat similar, though
rather more complicated first aid
package has been in use by the company for a long t'me In its cleaning
yards and other places where workmen are employed, and Its usefulness
has been demonstrated. It is now proposed to substitute in this service
packages similar to those to be installed In the cars.

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

OF
PROF.

Age-Gazett-

CASCARETS

INSURE
INSIDE CLEANLINESS

A.

GILBERT

M.

Conceded by press and public to be tbe Greatest
Trick Violinist on the American stage

JH

W

J JiaUSr

--

mil.

Another feature of the program will be a High Class
Comedy Sketch, entitled

"TOE PROFESSOR AND HIS PUPIL"
Played by Prof. Gilbert and assisted by the Noted Character Actress

MRS. ANNA GILBERT
Mrs. GHbert is the only actress playing this
particular type of character as presented in the above act.
NOTE

PROF. A. M. GILBERT

WHAT THEY SAY
At the Airdome last night, Prof. A. M. Gilbert was the
star attraction and played to capacity. His show was worthy

1

of the crowd, as it was one of the best attractions shown here.
His bowing and fingering are perfect, while in trick and meis without a

Ariz.'

Dis-

chanical execution he
peer. Douglas,
The millions of Cascaret usero never
Have Headache, Constipation,
patch.
Biliousness or Stick
Prof. Gilbert's work on the violin is very clever indeed.
Stomach.
It 1b more necessary that yoo keep
El Paso Herald.
your Bowels, Liver anix Stomach
It
to
than
fresh
it
and
clean, pure
Prof. Gilbert one of the cleverest violinist who has ever
keen the sewers and dra'uage of a
large city free from obstruction
been seen here was applauded by the delighted audience, and
Are you keeping clean inside with
Pamona (Galf.) Times.
Cascarets or merely forciug a pass responded to several encores.
ageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil? This
Cascarets lmmeditely cleanse and
In addition to the above feature acts, there will be the
regulate the stomach, remove the
gour, undigested and fermenting food
and foul gases; take the excess bile
plans.
from the liver and carry out of the
"There were two reason for makthe decomposed waste matter
system
ing the change, one was that at tbe and
and
in the intestines
poison
present rates a member would have bowels.
to live to be 120 years old to pay out
No odds how badly and ipset you
and therefore, It was a logical confeel, a Cascaret tonight will straight It has been found that the sparrow Is
clusion that the society would go en
you out by morning. They work a vlglrous enemy of the alfalfa weevil,
bankrupt in afeont 30 years. The oth while you sleep. A
box from an evil which threatens to spread
er was that the Mobile bill had been
your druggist will keep your entire throughout the entire alfalfa farming
enacted as law in several states.
family feeling good for months. Don't territory of the west as the cotton
among others Minnesota, Missouri,
forget the children their little in- - boll weevil has spread In the south.
Massachusetts, Ilinois and New York sldes need a good, gentle cleansing,
So far the weevil has appeared only
All of the other societies have or wil too.
In Utah and part of Wyoming, but
soon have to raise their rates to con
a dozen other states, it ia said, will
form with this bill If they continue
be affected within a few years unless
to do business in the states where ENGLISH SPARROW TO
a real enemy of the puest In t rethis bill is law.
duced to fight It. The bureau of en"Now in the Pacific jurisdiction
tomology has received from Its agent
RETURN
FAVOR
TO
where the younger members are, they
in Italy a number of parasites which
are paying
practically double the
feed on the alfalfa weevil and these
rate they should do to take care c' IT HAS BEEN DISCOVERED THE
will be sent to Utah at once.
the older members in the east who
BIRD IS AN ENEMY OF THE
are now dying off, but this Is neces
ALFALFA WEEVIL
CLARK ASKED TO SPEAK.
sary to take care of their certificates
at the time they mature. Do not Washington, April 10. The English
Phoenix, Ariz., April 10 A joint
think that there is anything in the sparrow, originally imported into this resolution by which it was proposed
Mobile bill that should not be there, a country to destroy Insect pests but to invite Speaker Champ Clark to adclose study has shown that this bill known chiefly in recent years as a dress the Arizona legislature at his
forces every society to he on a pay- pest of other birds, may come into Us own convenience, was received enthuown again according to the officials siastically today when introduced in
ing basis or go out of business.
"We have now increased to over of the government biological survey. the lower house.
1. 000,000 members and to continue we
should have to increase to 1,000,000
new members by 1930 and we should
have had to collect $270,000,000 to be
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
on a safe baRls and at the present
rates would only have collected about
w
$25.'i.000,000, so that such increase is
not even logical when considered in
connection with keeping the society
.
on a paying basis. While the society
has hai' an abnormal -- rowth, it cannot continue to increase in this way.
Therefore failure tc Increase proportionately in the next 20 years as compared with the last 20 years would
place us on an unsound basis. To
increase proportionately we would
have to have 27,000,000 members and
OVERLAND MODEL 59 R
yet at the present ratea there would
be a deficiency ot $22,000,000 taking
into consideration the members abovi-5Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator

ADMISSION

MRS. ANNA GILBERT
usual run of pictures
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Attractive Tailored Suits,

Street and House Dresses, Evening Gowns
S4.BO to $40.00
Newest
The
Style Creations in Footwear

0

now."
Mr. Gurlle

then

show you.

read

that had appeared from

$2.73 to $5.00

sup-

houses and garage. Owner wants to posedly "old line life" people In the
sell before leaving city and will take papers as Interviews and replies as
emanating from the Modern Wood
$3,200.
THE INVESTMENT AND AGENCY men then closed his address.
The matter was then thrown open
CORPORATION.
to discussion and Mr, Gurlie answer
Real Estate Loans Insurance

Las Vegas Automobile
Ph jne Main 344.
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Belden la in town today from
his ranch on the meat.
N. S.

R. K. Odell of Wagon Mound is in

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Tilling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

Las Vegas today on business.
C. P. Hammond is in town todaj
Horn bis ranch at Romero ville.
William J. Mills went
to Santa Ke this afternoon on business.
Louis Rudulph returned to Gascon
today after being in the city on business.
A. O. Jahren of Wagon Mound, arrived this afternoon from his home on
business.
Mrs. B. T. Mills left this afternoon
for a two months' visit with relatives
und friends in Topeka, Kansas.
J. J. Fuss and Charles Cassidy returned to their home in Cleveland, 1f.
M., today after being in the city on
business.
Thomas Mortimore went to Santa
Fe yesterday to attend the funeral of
his mother, who died in that city of
pneumonia.
J. C. Rummel, who has been in the
city the past two weeks on business,
left yesterday for his home in Waka-rusa- ,
Indiana.
D. C. Welch and Miss Delia Mcln-tyrare expected to return tomorrow
from Stuart, Iowa, where they accompanied the remains of Mrs. D. C.
Welch.
E. T. Plowman, manager of the
hotel, left this afternoon for
Kansas City, Mo.
He will stop over
a few days at Topeka. Mr. Plowman
expects to be away about three weeks.
William G. Tawse, who represents
the Smith Locomotive super-heate- r
and is demonstrating It on the engines of the 1336 type, went to Raton
on train No. 10. He Is traveling
through to Chicago.
Miss Stella Cayot left this afternoon on train No. 10 for Atchison,
Kansas, at which city she will be
married to Dr. Hawk. The wedding
will occur Wednesday, April 11. Tbe
couple expect to reside in Atchison.
Miss Josefita Garcia has returned
from Vlllanueva where stha has been
teaching school during the past several months. Miss Garcia has been
highly successful as a teacher and
has won the friendship of all her pu
pils and their parents.

WINTERS DRUG CO.
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Cas-tenad- a

Another line of new and
Ladies Coats, Suits,
and Dresses in serge,

pon-

gee, messaline, tissue, lawn
and gingham, in all the
leading colors and white.

Don't fail to look at our line
elsewhere.

before purchasing
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GRAUBARTH

The Popular Price Store.

Phone Main 104.

HEISKELL-ROYSTO-

AMERICAN

ROAD

ENTERS NEW
FIELD

Little Rock, Ark., April 10. A wed
ding of note here today was that of
Miss
Watkins Royston,
Georgia
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Roys- ton, and Frederick Heiskell of this
city. The bride is the granddaughter
of General Grandison D. Royston, for
many years a leader in public affairs
in this state. The bridegroom is man
aging editor of the Arkansas Gazette

CANADIAN
PACIFIC
WILL CON
DUCT OBSERVATION CARS
IN AUSTRIA.

GOOD ROADS LAW FAVORED.
Washington, April 10. The Shackel
ford good roads bill was ordered favorably reported by the house commitAn important announcement affect- tee on agriculture today. It would put
ing European railway systems ha? highways on the same plane with railbeen made in London by. the Canadian roads and the government would pay
Pacific railway. The company ha3 for the use of roads over which mail
made a contract with the Austrian is transported. The probable cost of

government to supply and operate n
system of observation cars' on the
most picturesque sections of the Austrian state railways, including the
main route into Vienna via Zurich
The Swiss government also is- interested in the project. A concession
has been obtained from Austria, and
Zurich will be the eastern termimw.
n
Great interest is shown, in the
throughout the dual monarchy.
Hungarian politicians arj already demanding that the service be extended to Budapest.
Canadian Pacific engineers have
been selectel as being experienced in
e'.milar conditions prevailing in the
Rocky mountains of North America
The cars are already under construction and will be specially adapted
to meet local conditions. They wiM
have a length of 22 meters and will
cars In Eube the longest four-axl- e
The seating capacity of each
rope.
will be 32 passengers. The cars differ from the American type in having platforms at both ends. They
are under construction at the Nsssel-dor- f
works in Moravia, where cars
are manufactured for the snlfan of
Turkey and other foreign potentates
The plans are designed by Chief
Vaughan of the Angus shops of the
Canadian Pacific at Montreal
The service begins this m;nim.r and
will cover three routes nameiv. Zurich to Innsbruck, Vienna to
and Sals'Jii-- g to Trieste lire
cars will be operand from the new
Canadian Pacific of!i:e a: Vienna,
under the supervision of George McL.
Bvown, the eompmy':? European nun
aeer at London.
-

nno-vatio-

the measure to the government ha3
been estimated at from 15,000,000 to
100,000,000 dollars a year.
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Meal
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INTO

OF FUN

ONE NIGHT

So much pleasure was crowded into
of Las Vegas
Lodge No. 408, B. P. O. Llks that the
antlered boys did not get home until

last night's session

an early hour this morning. It is presumed their explanations to their inquiring spouses were acceptable, but,
lest the general public should be curious to know what detained the Elks
so long; The Optic has procured a
complete account of the proceedings
This Is what was done: first Past
Exalted Ruler Mallet RayuoldB, assisted by appointive officers of the
grand lodge, installed the newly elected officers of No. 408: second the
lodge voted upon and accented a large
members:
number of prospective
third fourteen new members were initiated; fourth a delicious banquet
In honor of the new Elks, the new officers and the new home now in
of completion was enjoyed amid
much enthusiasm and good feeling. If
all that is not sufficient to keep a
o'clock in the
devout Elk out until
morninir, with a perfectly valid
when he arrives home with the
crowing of the roosters why, there's
no use in explaining, that's all.
The new officers installed are Patrick li McElroy, exalted ruler; J.
Fred Anton, esteemed leading knight;
Robert Vasse, esteemed loyal knight;
F. M. Lyou, esteemed lecturing
knight; W. G. Benjamin, treasurer;
D. W. Condon, secretary; Cecilio
trustee; Ralph Gohlke, tyler.
The Installation was conducted with
the Impressive ritual for that purpose.
Upon assuming his station the new
exalted ruler announced the appointment of William H. Springer as esquire; William O. Wood as chaplain,
and Anderson as inner guard.
Then came the Initiation. The following men were given the degree
work and were pronounced full fledged Elks: A. A, Jones, A. A. Sena, Max
Nordhoua,
Ludwlg William Ilfeld,
Isaac Appel, Marry Martin, B. W.
Grove, Hugh Trainor, David Conway,
Smith, B. J. Gordon, John Koogler,
Walter Hoke and Walter Randolph,
When the Elks emerged from the
lodge room at the conclusion of the
meeting they found themselves in the
midst of a prettily decorated banquet
room.
A bunch of Fred Harvey's
best looking I girls stood ready to
serve the appetizing viands which had
been prepared under the direction
of Tyler Gohlke. During the serving
of the banquet
many enthusiastic
were given by the
toasts
and
speeches
assembled Elks. The menu was delicious and the fellowship was more
delicious still. The affair altogether
was the most enjoyable in the history
of No. 408 and the Elks declare it is
but a foretaste of the fun they expect to have when they getj Into their
new home.
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If your glasses annoy you call on

TAUPERT

Manufacturing Optician

Db Prices

606 DOUGLAS AVE.

See

Baking Powder
A

pro-oees- s

-

DR.

HQUF

Graduate Oculist
AND

Optician

pureCream of Tartar
Baking Powder

My Work is Guaranteed
Mr

OFFICE 506 GRAND AVENUE.

Made from Grapes
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Ros-enwal-

School association is in session here

with an attendance of delegates and
visitors from every part of the state.
The meeting will last three days and
will be addressed by a number of
ministers, evangelists and Sunday
school experts of wide prominence.
The annual reports show a gratifying
increase in the number of Sabbath
schools In Alabama during the past
year.

Cafe De Luxe
The Best
SHORT ORDERS
and
REGULAR DINNERS
j

BARNES & RUSH,

Props.

SHIP SAILS ON MAIDEN TRIP.
Southampton, April 10. Carrying a
full complement of passengers, the
gigantic new White Star line steamship Titanic sailed out of this port
today on her maiden voyyage to New
York. Thousands of spectators gathered to witness the departure, which
was marked by the firing of salutes
and the dipping of flags by all the
shipping in the harbor.
The Titanic is a sister ship to the
Olympic placed in commission last
year. She is 840 feet in length and
has a displacement of 60,000 ton: . She
is literally a floating hotel, provided
with dancing rooms, smoking rooms,
safes, a library and even a garden ot
Oriental palms and beds of rosea and
carnations. A swimming tan1, and a
skating rink are among ner other
features. She has accommodations
for 5,000 passengers and carries a
crew of 600. On her maiden trip the
Titanic Is In command of Csptt.in
Smith, formerly of the Olympic.

THE ELKS
PRESENT
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adding egg whites after thoroughly
mixing.
A Iways me K C Baking Powder.
Biscuit Helps
Always sift flour and KC Baking
Powder at least three times.
Have shortening cold and firm.
Mix dough as soft as it can be
bundled. The softer dough goes
into the oven, the lighter the
biscuit when it comes out. It is
easier for K C Baking Powder to
do its work in soft than in stiff
dough. Mix biscuits very little.
Do not knead. Stir up with spoon
or knife and press in shape to roll
on floured board.
With K C Baking Powder results are sure and certain. Ask
38
your grocer for K C
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BAKING SCHOOL
AND

LECTURES
Will

APRIL

OPERA

April

HOUSE..

11th.

OR RIDDLES OF

IDE MIND

It Will Make You Laugh and Think

- - - 23o & SOo
CHILDREN HALF PRICK

ADMISSION

10TH,

-

1ITH.

Quality

always indicated by the highest Price., ; The problems of the
high Cost of living will be answered
a practical and instructive way at these schools. There will be no charge whatever.
You are cordially invited to come and bring your friends, have
a good time, learn some good things and have some good things
to eat. A full size Cake given absolutely free each afternoon
to the Ladv Holding the Lucky number.
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QOOR'S BUILDING

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour ffi

BY

you know, is

that

"Mighty-Good-

"

GERMA-

Flour that makes Baking a Delight

GROCERS

Try a Sack; You'll Like

It.

'111

IN

HQ0D00S

-

9TH,

nMQULAR RETAIL VALUB. $13. OO
We poreb.sed several carload, ot this beautiful dinner-warn- ,
and oar
enabled tbe manufacturer to
ua an exclusive design
purchase
larg
ana a very low price. We are charglnc partgive
of the cot to "advertising
a
and
ask
to
you
pay percontage of the actual coat of the
xpenae."
It 1. of aonly
beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be dupllaated In
set.
for leas than $14 in any retail china
store. It is guaranteed by both
quality
toe
manufacturer and ourselves.
There Is a coupon In every sack of LARADEE'S Flour. Send us five
or expreaa money order, and we will
B.o In cash, draft,
coupon, and
send you one of these beautiful postal
set. by freight.
Address coupons and remittance to The China Department of the
Larabee Flour Mills Company,
Be
Kansas.
to
write your name and address plainly.
.are
Hutchinson,
The coupons in LARABEE'S Flour are also good for Rogers' Silverware
and other valuable premiums. Ask for deaortptive
circular.
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DUNCAN

?

& THURSDAY

In these days of Pure Food Agitation, and considerine the
high cost of living it is interesting to know that
is not

FOR
SALE

I

ON-

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY,

N-MILLED

)M

Held in

--

EMPRESS,

I

be

The Coor's Building
Corner Sixth A Lincoln

Remember,

Dr. George Gilbert Bancroft

Baking Helps

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., April 10. CattlReceipts 5,000, including 400 south-

your OPTICAL work is
at homcyou save time,

annoyance and dissatlaaction.
We makea study of yout comfort.

brings delight
when ike biscuits
have been made wii

INITIATE
INSTALL
OFFICERS,
FOURTEEN AND DEVOUR APPETIZING BANQUET.

ALABAMA SUNDAY 8CHOOLS.
QAG RULE SUSPENDED.
Selma, Ala., April 10. The annual
Washington, April 10. President
of the Alabama Sunday
convention
Taft, through the civil service comhas
rescinded
the
mission,
"gag rule" imposed on government
employes and army and navy officers
and men, which forbade them to petiValuable Suggestions
tion congress except when authorized By Mrs. Kevoda Briggs, Exponent oj
the Art of Baking, as taught by
by superior officers. By a new order
Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill
to
superior officers are
Helpful Cake Malunrf Hints
transmit all petitions to congress.
A! ways sift flour and K C
Baking
Powder at least three times. The
HUNT TO HOLD COURT.
more sifting, the lighter the cake.
San Francisco, April a0. It was an- Kciuetnber
that! To cream but-te- r
nounced here today that Judge Wiland sugar quickly, warm the
liam H. Hunt, United States circuit
sugw slightly. Beat yolks of eggs
judge and a member of the com- wii.ii rotary beater. Whip whites
merce court at Washington, would of eggs with flat
spoon whip.
open the United States district court Water makes lighter cakes; milk
for the district of Arizona, at Phoe- makes richer cakes. n J nix, Monday, April 15. Judge William
To mix a cake, first cream butW. Morrow, who had been assigned to ter and
sugar thoroughly, then add
the Arizona court, found It impossible yolks, if used. Then alternately
to attend. Judge Hunt will hold the add moisture and flour that has
court pending action by the senate been sifted with baking powder
on Judge Sloan's appointment.
and stir until smooth and glossy,

erns; market steady to 10 cents higher. Native steers $6.508.50; southern steers $6.00 7.50; southern cows
and heifers $4.006.00; native cows
and heifers $3.507.25; stockers and
feeders $4.507.00; bulls $4.256.00;
calves $5.008.25; western
steers
$6.008.00; western cows $4.006.00
Htogs Receipts (11,000; market 5
cents lower. Bulk of sales $7.50
Don't be surprised if you have an 7.80; heavy $7.807.85; packers ma
attack of rheumatism this sprine. butchers ,7.607.80; lights S7.30
Juet rub the affected parts freely 7.65; pigs $5.756.50.
with Chamberlain's Liniment and it
wilt goon
8oId by all
dlsappeaT.
Read The Optic
dealers.
Iujs-bruc-
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ELKS CROWD LOTS

PERSONALS

Tbe Prescriptionist

-

LOOK AND READ!
I have removed from 603 East Lincoln to
522 Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet

new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nobbiest patterns for the spring season. I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workmanship.
Trimmings of the best New York
styles all the time.

CHAS. LEWIS, Tailor

Subscribe for The Optic
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From Female Kidnaped In
Peking In
1SC1 All Chinese
Lap Dogs in

EW HOTEL PLANNED IN PLACE
OP ARLINGTON.

,

u

stat-v.ar-

ing same furniture, same paintings,
pame everything otherwise he would
prefer to go somewhere else. The appeal that the name "Arlington" he conserved has been unanimous. Indeed,
she new hotel must be a sort of compromise between the historic Arlington that has stood so long and a modern structure or come in for the scorn
of those who revere historic recollection.
The Arlington hotel and its site
have been Identified with the history
of the country since President Washington defined the boundaries of Lafayette Park, on which It stands, when
he selected the site for the executive
mansion In 1790.
M the time of the American Revo-othe site or the hotel waa a part
ivid Burns' farm. It was destined
ly to be the place of residence of
most famous leaders In war and
macy who built their homes upon
11
horder of the park which Wash-had named for Lafayette,
ero the main body of the Arling- itel now stands there were three
tely residences. One was occupied
by William L Marcy. secretary of
war under President Polk and secretary of state under President Pierce.
When he retired he was succeeded in
this and the adjoining house by the
secretary of state under Buchanan,
Jjewis Cass, who, like Marcy, had previously held the war portfolio. In the
third mansion, recently superseded by
the extension of the Arlington hrtel
wp Vermont avenue, dwelt Reverdy
Johnson, minister to England.
It was here that Presidents Buchanan and Harrison were entertained
girior to their Inauguration.
The H
totreet front of the bote' consists of a
tinlon of the former residences of
(Charles Sumner and Senator Pomeroy,
ithe windows looking directly upon the
fWhite House.
President Cleveland
went from these rooms to his Inauguration. Close by was the large double
mansion which was the home of the
r
British legation. Here lived Sir
Lytton and his son Lord Lytton.
Wh
wrote here his celebrated poem,
"Lurlle." The house was later oecu-- p
sd
Lord Ashburton,
by
who,
tth Daniel Webster, assisted by
Feat! erstonhaugh, drafted the
treaty," which denned the Canadian boundary with the United
States.
n

'

n

Bui-we-

"Ash-burto-

USE Of CROSS IN HERALDRY
More Than Four Hundred Forms
tha Device Are Recognized In

n

Law on His Side.

The New York pedestrian took his
time in crossing Broadway.
He knew his rights and meant to assert them.
Just the day before a learned judge
had declared from the bench that pedestrians were not required by law to
avoid vehicles in the streets.
The pedestrian had read this decision and knew the statutes were on

bis

side.
He advanced smartly.

The next moment he was scraped

by a motorcycle, jostled by a taxicab,
tilt by a runabout, bumped by a touring car and run over by an
auto-truc-

He wrote to the learned judge from

the hospital, detailing the facts.

And the learned judge wrote back:
"You acted strictly in accordance
with the law."
Man the Prime Necessity.
The thing needed is not plans, but

men. A
plan without
a man to execute it is a waste of
money; and as a rule, the more comparatively the details have been
thought out by a man who is not going to execute them himself, the larger
will be the amount of money wasted.
Get a man with a plan, and the more
money he has the greater is bis
chance of doing a large work; but a
plan without a man is as bad as a
man without s plan the more he has
the more he wastes Arthur T.

of

That Science.

the Wast Are Descended.

Peking dogs, as they formerly were
ailed otherwise, Chinese lap dogs
footed HosUlry Just Ac row the Street Utve a curious
history. On October
Prom White Howe to Bo Razed
t, 1SC1, an Anglo French soldier ranto Make Room for Modem
sacked the imperial summer palace at
Peking and took back to his captain a
Building,
kittle dog that was supposed to have
a sacrifice to belonged to the empress. At any rate,
Cdterlg Itself up
twentieth century progress, the his- aer majesty made frantic attempts to
toric
Arlington regain the little creature, and the Enghotel. Id Wash- lish officer finally struck a bargain,
h rough Chinese
emissaries, that It be
ington. D. C, Is to
be torn down thin ent as a present from the Chinese
summer to makf ruler to her majesty. Queen Victoria
way for a mure if England.
Good feeling was thus established
modern hotel.
Plans for the ill around, and the little dog, bearing
new hotel, to cost the name of Looty, was domiciled at
between $8,000,000 Duckingham palace. He was a very
and $8,000,000, are lonely little creature, the other dogs
completed. The taking exception to bia oriental habits
with ind appearance, and when the prince
promoters,
strong eet financial the backing of the ind princess of Wales returned from
continental trip the latter pleaded
Interests of the national capital, announce they are ready to begin work, with her mother-in-lato be
and only a few months separates the to take Looty to Sandrlngham. About
old Arlington from Its fate. Actual six months later Looty's mate arWork of demolition will begin in June. rived from China, and the breeding of
Such delay as has been experienced this species of dog became a diversion
In getting the new
project under way In fashionable society.
has been due more to the cherished
Not many years ago a number of
recollections of the old structure, with ladies got together material for a dog
Its political, romantic and social his- show and called it an "Association of
tory, than to any thought of what con- the Dogs From the Palace of Peking."
veniences the new hotel will offer.
Looty, who bad long since passed to
Patrons of the new hotel before the future good or evil place for
dogs,
they promise their support want to be was represented by a very numerous
cure that tho rare massive old furni- progeny. From Looty. indeed, all rhi.
nese dogs known to Europe and Amer- ture, the unique maatlepleces and
which money-cannbuy will not ca are descended. Harper's Weekly.
toe sold or given Away.
Mr. J. Pterpont Morgan on one of
bis visits here, said he would only con- COOKED EGGS ON FLATIR0N
tinue to makeV the Arlington his head
quarters when? in Washington provid- With the Gas Stove Frozen Up, New
ed he could have his suite of rooms
Yorker Proved Himself Equal
exactly duplicated In the new buildto the Emergency.
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In early pagan days the cross was
a symbol of shame and Ignominy, and
or misshapen
only those deformed
trees that could be used for no otN-- r
purpose were formed Into crosse
Out since the cross has become dear
to Christians, ssys the "Ave Maria."
the most precious woods snd metals
have been formed into it. To the third
century may be traced the custom of
In
making the Sign of the Cross.
Christians
the days of Constantino,
.'dinted crosses on the entrances of
their houses as a symbol of their

faith.
The impetus to the use of the cros
in heraldry was given by the Crusaders, who wore a red cross upon their
right shoulder as a token of the obligation they had taken upon themselves. Its form and meanings in heraldic designs are many, in fact, over
and seven different
four hundred
forms have been recorded by students
niini of biography and genealogy.
In heraldry the cross is formed by
two perpendicular and two horizontal
lines crossing In the center of the
shield. This form is modified In various ways by additions and combinations, thua expressing many meanings.
It has been said that human Intelligence has never devised a system so
infinite in its varieties and so endless
In its application as Is to be found In
the science of heraldry, in which figbasic or fundamental
ure twenty-seve- n
crosses.
The Greek cross has all four arms
of equal length, while the Latin cross
has the earth end longer than the other three arms. The Calvary or Christ
Cross rests upon three steps or degrees. The Patriarch cross is recogThe
nized by its double crossbar.
St. Andrew's cross is an X, in token
of the form of cross on which that
suffered martyrdom by having
The prolonged cold spell this wln-:e- r saint
his hands and feet bound to Its four
sharpened the wits of many percross is
St. Anthony
sons who never before had any idea arms. The
name
a
has
its
and
like
T,
shaped
3f the uses to which electricity could
from the cross that St. Anthony, abbe put.
When the gas gave out in
bot, wore upon his cloak, though the
:ooaing stoves owing to the pipes be- origin of his cross seems to be Egypt
ing frozen as it did in hundreds of
houses there was a rush for eleotric lan.
It is a matter of Interest that many
cooking utensils.
But sometimes the emergency arose American families have the cross as
when It was not possible to buy such the basic emblem of their escutcheons.
Among them are at least five of the
things In time. One such case
at breakfast time and left th presidents. InThe Garfield shield hasanda
blue cross
the dexter canton,
family with nothing on which to, cook
the family motto is, "In the cross I
?ggs. me master of the house knew
The Tyler shield had on it
they had an electric flatlron. He tnld conquer." crescents
and a cross form.
them to Invert it and cook the eggs a bar, two
The shield of the Adams family was
on its polished
undersurface, which adorned
by a large cruciform device.
was done without difficulty.
Small
and
toast
were
pancakes
cooked in
me same way.
Tribute to Amazons.
Another resourceful man tised a
The magnificent example of the
flatlron to thaw out a frozen radia- women of Dahomey should be made
tor, while yet another, in order to make wldA.Vv
wherever their more civ
his radiator more efficient and stir up ilized sisters are to be found strugthe stagnant air In a room, placed an gling for their rights. Frederick Mar- electric fan on the floor and direct- tyn of the French foreign legion, who
ed a blast of air against the radiator.
fought in the recent Dahomey camThe effect of this was to raise the paign, tells us emphatically that "the
temperature of the room 25 degrees female of the species is more deadly
In half an hour.
than the male." The Senegalese tirailleurs were attacked by the Amazons,
and Mr. Martyn says that "any one inHer Reward.
clined to sympathize with the Aman
The cook for a
Seattle zons on account of their sex and to
family left, and no other could be ob- look upon the combat between them
tained, so the lady of the house did and our men as
take It
the cooking herself, with such satis- from me that theirunequal, maywould be
sympathy
factory results that, after a month, misplaced. These young women were
her husband gave her a beautiful set far and
away the best men in the
of sables as a token of his appreciaarmy, and woman to man
tion of the good dinners he had en- were
quite a match for any of us.
joyed.
fought like unchained demons,
Of course the neighbors Boon heard They
and If driven Into a corner, did not
of this, and when the cook left in an- disdain to use their teeth and nails."
other equally
family the It may be an error of policy to make
lady of that house said to her hus- these facts known, and thus to stimuband:
late a militancy already rigorous
"Well, the cook has gone and I'm enough.
not going to bother to get another.
I'm going to do the cooking myself,
Unseen Universe.
deary. You heard what Mr.
In the vicinity of the star 8. Corgave his wife when she did the cookonas Australia Innes and Worsell
ing?"
And, putting her arms round his have found a patch of sky 25 minutes
neck, she cooed: "What shall I get of arc in diameter where no star can
be seen with a
tor my cooking!"
refracting tele"Woman," said her husband, push- scope.
According to Innes, who discusses
ing her away, "you will get a long,
black veil!" Saturday Evening Post the subject in "Transvaal Observatory Circular No. 6," the apparent absence of stars in this region is due
In the Profesh.
to the occurrence of some absorbing
A negress, very fat and well along medium, Interposed between us and
in years, sauntered into the lobby of a distant parts of the universe.
Broadway theater the other day and
Stars in the neighborhood of the
asked for the manager.
dark region are enveloped in nebulae;
"What can I do for you, mammy?" while just on the border of It there is
asked the manager.
a star which has been observed to
"I want a ticket into the gallery, fluctuate in magnitude between 11.0
boss," she replied calmly.
and 12.2, and which was invisible
"But why should I give you a tick- during the years
et?"
The latter fact is accounted for ob
"Cos I'm a retired actress."
the supposition that, the absorbing n
"You? What did you do?" inquir- dium was for a time In frpnt of the
ed the other in amusement.
since
withdrawn
star, but has
"I played in Antony and Cleo- from It
patra.' I was
for Miss
Fanny Davenport"
Supplanting Mr. Howells.
Prof. Brander Matthews, at a dtnner
critiOne Good Deed to Her Record.
In New York, said of literary
Tsl An, the late empress of China, cism:
has not always been regarded as a
"A good deal of It, too, is biased.
model of the gentler virtues, and yet A Rood deal of it is like Mr. Walton's.
there is a story to the effect that
"Mr. Walton's daughter, a college
each year on her birthday she was In girl, wrote, at the age of 18, a novel
the habit of buying from her own pri- which her father brought out for her
vate purse 10,000 captive birds and at his own expense.
setting them free, praying to the gods
"During the Christmas holidays M:'.
as she opened each cage that they Walton gave a party in his daughter's
might not be caught again.
honor, and at this party the young
girl read from an Improvised platform
chapters out of her book
At the Flower Ball.
"Her fond old father was carried
The Snapdragon looked indignantly away by the reading. So tremendousacross the room.
ly Indeed did his admiration for bis
"
she called, "go daughter's talent enkindle him that,
over to that Clinging
Vine corner as the girl read on, the old man could
and tell one of those Suckers to get be heard muttering over and over:
?weet William away from those
"Howells be hanged! Howells be

Jwa

well-know-

well-know- n

1899-190-

fan-bear-

"Johnny-Jump-TJp,-

tanged!"

SEEK

SWORD

OF

APRIL

SULEIMAN

It Is Generally Believed That the
mous Weapon Is Now in a London Antique Shop.

Fa-

tt,

1912.

THE OPTIC

THE

RESTAURANT AMD

LOBBY

SHORT ORDER

THE BEST

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

GOODS

Mil

AND REGULAR DINNERS

HANDLED

The famous

sword of Suleiman,
from the Turkish
treasury in the reign of Sultan Abdul
Hamld, is believed to have been sold
to some dealer In antiques in London
or Paris. Tahlr Pasha, to whom the
sword was given by Abdul Just before
the latter was deposed, has told the
Constantinople police that it was
buried in a subterranean passage in
the Yildtz Kiosk, but he has forgotten
the exact place.
Tahlr was a favorite of Abdul, and
the story is that Tahlr received the
sword from Abdul, although it belonged to the state, as a reward for
espionage. When the constitutional
government supplanted Abdul Hamld
a fruitless search for the sword was
made. Recently the war minister received an anonymous letter saying
that the sword was in Tahlr Pasha's
possession. This led to a search of
Tahlr's house. Following Tahir's statement that the sword is buried in the
Ylldlz Kiosk excavations are being
made In that palace. The police doubt
Tahir's story.
The sword of Suleiman the Magnificent was one of the most valuable
relics in the possession of the Turkish
government. Following a little habit
he bad, Abdul Hamld added it to the
collection of priceless works of art
and Jewelry In the "golden cage" of
the Ylldlz Kiosk.
which disappeared

CHILDHOOD'S

OATH

IN COURT

My Heart and Hope to Die,"
Causes Merriment In Atlsnta
Hall of Justice.

"Cross

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

Indian Turned the Joke.
The death of Chief Saucy Calf of
the Osages at Pawhuska, Okla., and
the suspicious circumstances surrounding his sudden departure for the
happy hunting ground recalls a story
they tell at Pawhuska on the chief.
The greatest honor an Osage can confer on a friend Is to trade names with
him.
"Sassy" Calf being of genial
nature, traded names with half the
male residents of Pawhuska. He did
most of his trading at the McLaugh-Iln-Farrstore, where he always
greeted the senior partner with "How
Sassy Calf?" McLaughlin always replied, "Hello, Mac." One day Sassy
Calf appropriated McLaughlin's office
chair aad cocked his feet on the merchant's desk. McLaughlin entered and
said jocularly: "Hello, Mac, I want to
get $5 worth of bacon and charge It
to me." "Nuthln' doin. Sassy Calf,"
rejoined the chief without a smile.

ar

Honor of College Students.
Abuses of liberty, as well as nearly
all other college delinquencies, can
be largely prevented by a consistent

FOR

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

N. O. Herman, W.

It;

E,

A

D. R.

Murray,

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the forest of brotherly
love at WoedSMP of the Worts
Five cents per line each insertion. LA8 VEQA8
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
and fourth FriEstimate six ordinary words to a line.
hall, on the
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
8 p. m. C. Clay
No ad to occupy less
month
at
of
each
day
space than two
conclave second
G. Laemmle, Clerk Via
lines. All
Consul;
advertisements
Macharaed
day In each month at
will be booked at space
lag neighbors are especially wa
actually set. sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m.
come and cordially invited.
without regard to number of words.
Boucher, B. C; Chaa. Tamme, ReCash In advance preferred.
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at Wood
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYA
man hall.
Visiting Brothers corMASONS Regular
ARCH
Invited to attend. A. M.

Secretary.

Reg-Jflui-

Tues-yaaaa-

v

CD.

--

nHHB

lEvif

dially

tlon first Monday la each
month at Maaonlo Tem-V)- J

President;

Adler,

E. C. Ward,

Sec-

retary.

at

7:30 p. m. M. K.
Williams, H. P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.

Pie,

DENTISTS.
OR. E. L. HAMMOND

OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN

Dentist
RAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S Meets first aad third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has pho
at office and residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. & Bowen,
worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
ATTORNEYS
WANTED to buy
spring friers and
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 130
fresh eggs. Cafe De Luxe.
Grand avenue
HUNKER A HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunt.
YOUNG MAN, single, not a health
Attorney! at Law.
1,
NO.
seeker, wants board in private fam- EL DORADO LODGE
New Mexi- Las
Vegas,
KNIGHT8
OF PYTHIA8 Meets
ily. Willing to pay good price. Adeveevery Monday
dress 910 Fourth street
PHYSICIANS
ning In Castle Hall.
are
AMERICAN woman wants position as
Visiting Knights
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
Invited.
cordially
housekeeper for family of adults.
Physician and Surgeon
Liebsoh-nler
Chaa.
E.
Inquire 621 R. R avenue.
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
, Cha n
e1 1 or
nose ant
make
a
of
ear,
eye,
specialty
Commander. Harry
WANTED By competent middle
aged
and the fitting of glasses.
Martin, Keeper of throat,
woman, position as housekeeper,
Phones:
Office, Main 46; Residenc
Records and Seal.
chambermaid or work in kitchen.
343.
Vegas
Call La Pension Hotel, room 33.
Office: 606ft Grand Avenue.
705 Sixth Street
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
WANTED
To rent, single buggy har FRATERNAL
108
Meets
at
Monday
every
night
ness and buggy. Inquire 1001 SevO. R C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
LOCAL TIME CAKU
enth street.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
cordially welcome. E. EL Gearing,
WANTED (Position as governess to
EAST BOUND
small child or children. Inquire 910 president; J. T. Buhler. secretary; Arrive
C. H. Bally,
Fourth street.
No. 2.... 9:10 p. m.
9:15 p.
No. 4. ...11:05 p m.
11:10 p. m
WANTED Dining room
1:25 a. b
girl. 403 J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 546, No. 8.... 1:15 a. m
I. O. of B. B.
Railroad.
Meets every first No. 10
2:10 p. m
1:45 p. m.
2.

Wanted

for Rent
FOR RENT

Three furnished rooms
for housekeeping, also three unfurnished rooms, reasonable rent. Address Ralney, Box 717, Las Vegas,
N. M.

FOR
RENT Newly
papered five
room cottage partly or
completely

furnished. Call at LeRoy House,
618 Grand avenue.

FOR RENT Best potato ranch in
county. Ideal health resort. Good
fishing and hunting. S. L Barker,
Beuiah, N. M.

Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel,
cordirJly Invited
President; Charles Greenclay, Secretary.

No.
No.
No.
No.

P, LA8 VEGA8 LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening at
their nan on Sixth street All visit-

I. O. O.

WE8T BOUND
1:20 p. m
1:45

1
3
7
9

a

m
6:10
4:40 p. m
6:35 p. m

p.

Chicken ranch,
cottage, partly furnished, cheap. 417
Eighth street.

FOR RENT Two
room furnished
house.
921 Lincoln avenue.

FURNISHED rooms for rent; modern
conveniences. Peter Murphy's, 910
Fourth street

Loat
Boston terrier, wearing collar with name "Dan Kelly, owner,"
on plate. Finder return to Optic
office and receive reward.

LOST

PACIFIC C0A8T ARCHITECTS
Los Angeues, April 10. Many of

the leading architects of the Pacific
Coast states are among the members
attending the annual convention of
the Architectural League of the Pacific coast which opened its two days
session here today.
An interesting
A Warning.
program has been arranged by the
local members of the profession and
"That man has a screw loose."
"Well, do you think you can mend the visiting delegates will be hand
matters by making him tight?"
somely entertained.

n

6:15 p. m
4:50 p. n
7:00 p. m

WHY HE WAS LATE

"What made you so late?"
"I met Smlthson."
"Well, that is no reason why you
ing brethren cordially invited to at- should be an hour late getting home
tend. J . L. FridensUne, N. G.; to supper."
"I know, but I asked him how he
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
was feeling, and he insisted on tellKarl
Wertz, Treasurer; ing me about his stomach trouble.'"
Secretary;
C. V. Hedgoook, cemetery trustee.
"Did you tell him to take Chamber-Iain'- s
Tablets?"
"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
a
all dealers.
fourth Tuesday evening of ear by
month at O. R. C. hall.
visit! i.
For rheumatism you will find nobrothers are cordially invited. O thing better than Chamberlain's Liniment. Try it and see how Quickly
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D "
it gives relief. For sale by all
Condon, Secretary.
i.

FOR RENT

for Sate

'drought-resistance-

F. A KNIGHTs OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
-Regular com- ..NO. 804. Meets second and foartt
munication first and
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Piooeas
building. Visiting members are cor
third Thursday In saves
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K.,
month. Visiting broth-e- n
E. P. Meckel, P.
cordially invited
NO.

A. M.

a

RATES

appeal to the undergraduate's sense
of honor, according to Clayton Sedgwick Cooper, writing in The Century
on "The American Undergraduate." FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeeping, bath and toilet. Call at Optic.
"Recently," adds Mr. Cooper, 'I asked
the president of a North Carolina college what he regarded as the chief
characteristic of American students.
Ho replied promptly, 'College honor.'
At Princeton, at the University of FOR
SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Virginia, at Amherst and at many othbaby chicks, ?12 per 100. Orders
er institutions the honor system in
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevexaminations, arranged and managed
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
by students, represents the deliberate
intention of the undergraduates to do
the square thing. These laws, which FOR SALE One work horse and
the students voluntarily Impose upon
one saddle pony. 1044 Fifth street.
themselves, are enforced more vigors
ously than the rules of the faculty."
Proposed New Word.
But a few score words In the English language begin with the letter
"x." The suggestion that a new word,
"xeralexls," be admitted to their serried ranks is therefore an undertaking
of some temerity. Dr. H. F. Roberts
proposes it in Science, to replace "the
comclumsy and rather
" The sec.'
pound,
ond half of the new word is from the
Greek "alexesls," which implies a keeping off or resistance, and Is related to
the latter part of the Greek derivative,
"prophylaxis."

LOME

COLUMN

That childhood oaths are dearer to
than that prescribed by the code
of Georgia, and carry more meaning
than any set form used In criminal
courts, was shown by Miss McCall, a
pretty and attractive young woman
who was called to the witness stand
In the Fulton superior court.
The prosecuting attorney was endeavoring to confuse her on
and was endeavoring to impress upon her the fact that she
:ould not possibly remember a seemingly unimportant Incident which han- pened on December 22, 1911.
"Are you sure about that?" he
queried, gazing at her sternly.
"Yes, sir," she answered positively,
smiling and showing an attractive line
of white teeth.
"But will you swear to It?" he
asked. "Remember an oath is a solemn thing."
"Hold up my right hand and cross
my heart," she earnestly answered,
and then gazed around in mild aston-meat the outburst of merriment
which rippled across the court room
carrying many back to their younger WANTED First class seamstress.
days, when "Cross my heart and hope
Inquire 902 Third street.
to die" was the most solemn of all
oaths
Atlanta Constitution.
her

DIRECTORY

AND BUSINESS!

RETAIL PRICES
MM Iba. or More, law Delivery
Um lbs, to MM Iba, Eaeh Delivery
AM Iba. to 1,00 lbs,, Esc Delivery
88 Iba. to MO Iba, Eaeh Delivery
Lea. Than 58 Iba, Each Delivery

20e per 10 lb.
Ms per "IN lbs.
SSo per 1M Iks
Me per 1M Iba.
68s par 188 Iba

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among al
the particular thing is worth moit.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in ; this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets)

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

.VEDNESDAY,

APRIL

seven

10, 1912.

THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS?

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it.

X

STATIONERY,'

X

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

3
3

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
B
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish Vou With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results.

g

H

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can

A-

lways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Host Modern Machinery.

X

X

5

3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
i h the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing
MAIM
PHONE

2.

Co,

EIGHT

LAS VEGAS DAILY

"1
We Stand Back
Of every Article

that we handle, as we handle

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL 10, 1012.

Are you interested In spooks with a
laugh? See Dr. Bancroft at the Duncan, Thursday evening.

LOCAL NEWS

Mrs. Cecllio Rosenwald
portrays
the
character of Cleopatra with ftery
Try a drn of Old Taylor bourbon
zeal. Temple of Fame, Duncan opera
the Opera Br
12.
house,

t

OPt'C,

mental cocktail. What? Dr. Bancroft; 25 and 50c, Duncan, Thursday
evening.

April

A

Only Such Goods
That the Makers Stand back of us.

Select your shirt pattern while
they last, at Taichert's, Douglas

RJIPK

ItIUIiLI

DflUll

Golden Wedding Rye,
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.

Andnw ques(ion asked for any
Article that you have purchased
from us that don't come up to
your expectation.

Grocer

We are selling today 7 lbs. of Fancy

Colorado Potatoes for 25c

I

J

Is it a Sweet Tooth
You Have
LET US FILL IT WITH

NEYINS CHOCOLATES
The Best Yet

40c Per Pound
Always Fresh

J. H. STEARNS
PURE THINGS TO EAT

1912

The
PRINCESS

GO-CAR-

HAVE ARRIVED

You Will Want no Other.

Than Any GosCart in The Market
WE WILL BE PLEASED

TO SHOW
YOU

THE

BEST

MADE

GO-CA-

' j OQlt
J.

C.

JOHN

&

SON.

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
the Choicest of
and Native Beef, Pork, Mutton and Veal.
You will find

Laundry
Phone Main

Also
Fish, Chicken, Turkeys, Sausages of all kinds.

617

Douglas

Is Now On Display.
' Mm GREENBERGER.

THE

Spinach
Asparagus

April Showers
Bring May Flowers

U

Put up an Electric

Get our Electric

Radishes Etc.
We always have the best'of
CD EverythinglEatable

You Buy

Jefferson Ray nolds President
Hallett; Ray nolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
H.'Erle Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Ray nolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

CO. STORE.
m.

507 Sixth Strcci

PERRY ONION & SON

M.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Uhdividbd', Pkofits

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

COAL AND WOOD
NUT

LUMP

retail
mml
D. W.G OND ON

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
SUGAR)
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WEBER

Used to Make.

30c Per Jar
Full Line of

your Seed of

Advertising

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

wholesale: and

AND

Mr.

Proposition.

of

(PURE FRUIT

Sign

Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.

MOTHER

IF

Lettuce

the Sun

WRITE

JAM

is on Between

Big Fight

and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.

Just Like

Native and California
Vegetables

THE GRAAF & HAYWARO

81

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Eddie McGoorty vs. Sailor Petros-key- ,
20 rounds, at Oakland.
Tommy Houck vs. Joe Coster, 10
rounds, at New York.
Johnny Dundee vs. Jimmy Walsh,
10 rounds, at New York.

OUR ENTIRE SPRING LINE

Try a Glass

FERNDELL

Las Vegas Steam

THE HOME OF QUALITY

Cauliflower

g

Good Family
Washing

Contains More Salient Features

KansasCity

The Jewish ladles announced toA SUCCESS.
day that owln to unforeseen developments, the May queen contest
Last evening the first annual
The Baptist Ladies' Aid society will has been discontinued.
"duck" supper of the Business Men's
meet with Mrs. Stuart, 610 Main
class of the Y. M. C. A. was given
afternoon at 2
street,
Don't fail to hear Mrs. Hallett
Thursday
In the banquet rooms of the associao'clock.
as Josiah Allen's wife. She tion buildin. A lot of ducks were
will tell the goddess all the latest popresent. There was a dead and well
Mrs. Ben Strickfaddeu as Topsy is litical news. Temple of Fame, Dunroasted duck for each live "duck"
alone worth the price of admission at can opera house, April 12.
that sat about the board. The live
the Temple of Fame, Duncan opera
Paul Schoeny, who has been in the "ducks" got the best of it and the
house, April 12 .
ducks got the worst of It unemploy of the Graaf and Hayward roasted
with
til,
the final course, George H.
Reports of the East Las Vegas company for the past three years, has Kinkel
a few toastmaster
began
a
position as assistant time
pcetofflce for the year ending March accepted
stunts In which the live "ducks" were
31, 1912, show an increase of 10 per keeper In the division foreman's
succeed John Webb, who has been roasted as Juicy a brown as the late
cent over the business of 1911.
departed feathered ducks. It was
promoted.
threatened that Mr. Kinkel would be
Miss Lucy Clements as Diana, godMr. and Mrs. Rufus Meade are the given a second duck If he cared to
dess of the hunt, sings a beautiful
of a new baby boy and the have it In the adjacent swimming
Dunparents
of
hunting song, Temple
Fame,
of
the city schools have been pool.
pnupUs
can opera house, April 12.
The supper was arraigned by Lud-wlhelping celebrate the arrival of the
llfeld and Mr. Kinkel in honor of
The members of the Las Vegas little one. Monday night the high
grant board drove to Sapello this school pupils went on a hayride in their fellow "ducks" of tle Business
Men's class. It was a tremendous
morning in automobiles to look at a honor of the baby Meade.
success. Among the "ducks" present
piece of land belonging to the grant.
Charles Greenclay, who Is one of were: "Kink" Kinkel, "Lud" llfeld,
Don't miss that 88c shirt sale, full the finance committee for soliciting "Judge" Mills, Rev. E. C. Anderson
values at $1.25, $1.50, until Saturday funds for the baseball association, the "ducks" are pfrald to nickname
night, only at Taichert's. the leading has been calling on the business men him because he's a preacher "Bishhaberdasher, Douglas avenue.
today. Mr. Greenclay reports that op" Edmonds, "Tillle" Tillman, "John
he has been successful so far, not L." Tooker, "Jack Johnson" ZIngg,
Miss Alice Coons makes a charming having been turned down by anybody "Elihu"
Dennis
Root,
"Champ"
Roads"
Ophelia. Her sweet, sad song as she to whom he applied. The fans give "Poonk"
Ogle,
"Dusty
strews the flowers on her father's evidence of being anxious to support Smythe, "Lucky"' Carroon, "Profesgrave is very touching.
Temple of a good team this year.
sor" Van Horn, "Dock" Roberts, "Sec"
Fame, Duncan opera house, April 12.
Marwlck, "Jung" Young and one or
Thomas Smith, a cement contrac two others, including Rev. Mr. Martin
Laugh and the world laughs with tor, last evening swore out a com of Idaho Springs, Colo
The entire
you; weep and you weep alone. Hear plaint against Dr. F. T. B. Fest on the affair was jolly and, if Mr. llfeld can
Dr. Fost volun snoot
Dr. Bancroft at Duncan
Thursday charge of assault.
straight enough to bag the
evening for the blues and that tired tarlly went Into the court of Justice ducks next year and If Mr. Kinkel can
D. R. Murray and pleaded guilty. lis
feeding.
find as good a cook as dished up the
was fined $10 and costs. The fine
viands last night, it is likely there
Bessie Clark will give an after Lent was suspended upon payment of the will
be a similar affair next year.
dance at Rosenthal hall Wednesday costs, which amounted to about $3.
of the other members of the
Some
night Music starts at 9 o'clock. Crites The trouble between Smith and Fest class are thinking about treating the
will play.
Admission free, 5 cents began yesterday afternoon when Fest,
to some sort of a feed and
it is alleged, slapped Smith, who was "ducks"
per dance. Tag and circle two-ste- p
in the early future.
jollification
and waltzes will he played. Every- engaged in plastering in a house bebody come.
longing to F. J. Gearing. According
Early last night Assistant Secretary
to Smith's story Fest called hlrj
of the Y. M. C. A. discovered
Young
The present city council will hold names when the men got in an ar- the store of the Rosenthal Furnl;ure
its last meeting this evening in the gument concerning a disputed bill
company on Sixth street was filled
city ball. It Is expected tbat every Smith said this morning he Intend- with smoke.
Mr. Young notified the
member will be present and take ad- ed filing a complaint against ''est in firemen in the city hall station. An
vantage of bis last opportunity of a West side Justice of the peace investigation showed the smoke to
having a sayeo in regard to munici-la- l court.
have been caused by a coal oil stove,
affairs. The report of the can
which Mr Rosenthal had i"fi burn8UPER8TITI0N
vassing board of the recent city elecing in his office. The oil be ?me conacVery few people will candidly
tion will be read and other business
turned,
sumed and the wick was
will be transacted.
Next Monday knowledge that they are in the least which caused all the smoke. .Mr. Roevening the newly elected mayor, superstitious, yet the facts are that, senthal, who was the Commercial
clerk, treasurer and councilmen will upon careful inquiry, you will find club rooms, was notified. K3 made
take office. A meeting of the coun- very few persons that are not more an examination and found that a
cil will be held at that time, when or less bothered, at certain Intervals, thick
layer of soot had settled on obMayor-elec- t
Robert J. Taupert will with a belief, perhaps more or less
near the office. Otherwise no
jects
announce his committee and othe; vague, that certain occurrences, at
was done. Througn a miscertain times, are the cause of cer- damage
appointments.
Rosenthal wa-- informCharles
take
tain influences for good or evil, sucover
ed
the
telephone that his store,
cess or failure, happiness or sorrow
Is located on Lincoln street,
which
In life's undertakings, and these ocon fire. He did a marathon to
currences and influences have been was
and was relieve'!
the
establishment
designated In the popular mind by to find the
still standing.
building
the misnomer "Hoodooe." Dr. Bancroft, the famous psychic researcher
Tickets for "The Temple of Fame"
who will shortly appear in this city
went on sale today in the drug store
beneunder the auspices and for the
of E. G. Murphey. Reserved seats are
is only possible by the profit of the Elks has spent more then
at 75 cents. Unreserved seats
cess used by an
20 years of his life in rigidly inves-gatin- selling
in the gallery may be obtained at the
modern steam laundry.
and accumulating data pertainbox office on Friday evening, the date
Our methods are exact,
ing to the most popular species of
of the performance, for 35 cents. The
superstition, and if you are in any
scientific, hygienic. There
lar-- e
and It is
wise troubled or bothered with a be- advance sale has been
is absolutely no possibility
will
an
crowd
immense
that
expected
lief in supernatural influences take
of your clothing being other
the
attend
performance.
or
to
"Hoodoo"
belief
your partioular
than sanitary when returnthe lecture at the Duncan opera house
ed from our plant.
and Dr. Bancroft certainly will drive
dull care away by the aid of his
And this is well worth
blunt, eccentric humor, and will
The
considering.
safety
guarantee to explain to your entire
from having your clothes
satisfaction all of your mental worhandled by careless unclean
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